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PREFACC?
The Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research, Development, and Demonstration
Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-413) authorized a Federal program of research and
development designed to promote electric and hybrid vehicle technologies. The
Department of Energy (DOE), which has the responsibility for implementing the
rift, established the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research, Development, and
Demonstration Program within the Office of Transportation Programs to manage
the activities required by Public Law 94-413.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was authorized
under an interagency agreement (Number EC-77-A-31-1044) with DOE to undertake
research and development of propulsion systems for electric and hybrid vehicles,
The Lewis Research Center was made the responsible NASA center for this project.
The study presented in this report is an early part of the Lewis Research Center
program for propulsion system research and development for hybrid vehicles.
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SUMMARY
The objective of this study was to evaluate a number of hybrid propulsion
systems for application in several different mission/vehic ► e types. The program
was divided into three major tasks during which the various system configurations
were parametrically evaluated and compared, design tradeoffs performed, and a
conceptual design produced.
The objectives of Task I were to examine and compare five propulsion system
concepts in five different types of vehicle, weigh their relative merits, and
recommend two propulsion configurations for a more detailed design tradeoff
evaluation. The propulsion systems studied Included heat engine/battery hybrids,
heat engine/battery/flywheel hybrids, and a pure heat engine/flywheel system.
The mission/vehicle types studied were a 2-passenger commuter car, 4-passenger
local sedan, 6-passenger Intercity sedan, 6-passenger van, and a 50-passenger
city bus.
Each vehicle/propulsion system concept was analyzed using common ground
rules and analytical procedures so that relative comparisons could be made.
These Task I comparisons led to the selection of two candidate propulsion
system concepts for further detail study. A five-passenger family sedan was
also selected as the recommended vehicle.
In Task 11, design tradeoffs were made on the two candidate propulsion
systems to find the optimum component characteristics for meeting all perfor-
mance goals. Comparisons were made in terms of fuel usage, electric range, and
acquisition and life-cycle costs. The most cost effective system was chosen and
optimized to further reduce costs and fuel usage.
The final propulsion system selected to be conceptually designed in Task IIi
had the following principal features: spark ignition gasoline engine (65 kW),
brushless do permanent-magnet motor (20 kW), variable frequency Inverter (40 kW),
continuously variable traction transmission,ISOA lead-acid battery pack (386 kg),
and a transaxle.
The final propulsion system was sized to meet all the performance goals
established In the study for the five-passenger sedan, including acceleration
from 0 to 90 km/hr in 12 s and sustained 90 km/hr climb on a four-percent
grade. This propulsion system features two automatic operational modes, i.e.,
an electric mode and a heat engine mode. Mode determination is based on the
state-of-charge of the battery. In the electric mode the battery is load-
levelled by the heat engine during periods of high power demand such as those
which occur when the vehicle Is accelerating. During periods of low power
demand, such as those encountered during steady-state operation, the battery
supplies all the power. In the heat engine mode the roles are reversed; i.e.,
the heat engine is load-levelled by the battery during high power demand
periods and supplies all the power during steady-state operation. In both
modes, regenerative braking energy is absorbed by the battery.
The performance, cost, and design features of the fined propulsion system
are summarized as follows:
Vehicle test weight, kg 2032
Battery weight, kg 386
Propulsion system weight, kg 414
Maximum acceleration, 0 to 90 km/hr, s 12
Maximum speed, km/hr 105
Prime electric range, km 218
Battery usage, percent depth of discharge 80
Fuel	 usage, km/liter 30
Extended range (engine mode) limited	 by fuel
capacity
Fuel	 usage on special test cycle, km/liter 14
Fuel usage at constant 90 km/hr, km/liter 18
Propulsion system	 life-cycle cost, $/km 0.054
Propulsion system acquisition cost, $ 3214
Annual	 fuel	 usage,	 liter 590
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INTRODUCTION
The program described in this report was initiated to identify and evaluate
advanced hybrid propulsion systems for a spectrum of mission vehicles. Hybrid
vehicles are of interest because their use will reduce petroleum consumption.
Today about half of the petroleum consumed in the United States is used for
transportation. The introduction of hybrid vehicles could significantly shift
the transportation energy base to other sources such as coal, nuclear, and solar.
Background
In 1976 the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Program was established within
the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), now the Department
of Energy (DOE). in September Congress passed the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle
Research, Development, and Demonstration Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-413). This
act Is Intended to accelerate the integration of electric and hybrid vehicles
Into the nation's transportation system and to stimulate growth in the electric
and hybrid vehicle industry.
Program Objectives
There are two overall program objectives:
•	 Determine vehicle type/propulsion arrangement/propulsion components
that minimize the nation's use of liquid petroleum.
0	 Design the selected propulsion system/vehicle in such a way that when
compared with its equivalent conventional counterpart, the hybrid
system has:
(a) Competitive acquisition cost
(b) Lower life-cycle cost (10 years)
All propulsion system design concepts were based on propulsion components
that could be developed by 1983.
Program Tasks
The program effort is discussed In this report In terms of the three
principal tasks:
•	 Task I --Parametrical investigation of 15 vehicle type/hybrid pro-
pulsion system concepts in terms of acquisition and life-cycle costs,
electric ranges, and petroleum usage. Included in this investigation
were two battery types and three heat engine types. This work
resulted in the recommendation of two propulsions systems and one
mission/vehicle designation for further study and definition.
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•	 Task Ii --Performance of design tradeoff studies of 1110 two cnndIdate
systems on the basis of cost and fuel savings to select the one that
Is most cost effective. Included in the system selection was the
battery type. The selected system was optimized to maximize its
cast benefit to the consumer.
•	 Task 111--Preparatlon of a conceptual design of the selected system,
documenting weight, performance, design features, method of operation,
and acquisition and life-cycle costs.
Task 1, parametric studies .--Five mission/vehicle designations were Included
In the parametric investigations;
•'	 Two-passenger commuting
•	 Four-passenger family use (local)
•	 Six-passenger family use (intercity)
•	 fight-passenger van (variable route)
•	 Fifty-passenger city bus (variable route)
Three different basic propulsion system types were combined with the
identified vehicles to form the Task I study matrix. The propulsion system
types that were evaluated are;
•	 Hybr i d
•	 Mybrid with mechanical energy storage (MES)
•	 Mechanical energy storage/heat engine only
All the hybrid and hybrid-with-MES propulsion concepts were evaluated
using an Improved state-of-the-art O SQA) lead-acid battery and an advanced
nickel -zinc battery. The basic heat engine for the study was a spark-ignition
gasoline type. It was used with all systems. In addition, a naturally aspir-
ated diesel engine and an advanced gas turbine engine were substituted Into
selected vehicle/propulsion system arrangements for comparison with the basic
engine. The flywheel MES/heat engine propulsion system concepts were treated
independently of the other two propulsion system types. This special type
system was evaluated In the heavier vehicles of the study (the intercity sedan,
van, and bus) to parametrically determine wail-plug (electric) range vs fly-
wheel storage capacity.
The effect of power sharing between the battery and flywheel MES (i.e.,
load-leveling the battery) was examined as part of the parametric work to
determine Its impact on propulsion system costs and energy efficiency.
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Each vehicle/propulsion system concept was designed to meet the specified
performance goals that were estabiishec for the individual vehicles as part
of the contract. In addition to maintaining constant vehicular performance,
a structural growth factor of 1.30 was used to determine each new vehiole
test weight as a function of parametric changes In the propulsion systems.
The vehicle/propulsion system concepts were evaluated over a modified SAE 227a
schedule U cycle to determine their electric ranges, fuel usage, and life cycle
coots.
Tam design tradeoff studies ..--Design tradeoff studies were performed
on the two candidate propulsion systems that were selected from the Task I
study. One system was a pure hybrid type and the other was a hybrid with fly-
whoel MES type. Both systems have parallel power paths between the heat engine
and battery. The mission/vehicle was designated as a five-passenger family
sedan with performance requirements that are In line with currently available
automobiles.
The systems were evaluated using both lead-acid and nickel -zinc batteries.
Power sharing between the heat engine and battery was introduced Into the
study.
The tradeoffs were performed by varying battery weight, power sharing
split, and heat engine size. The systems were ranked In tees of a cost benefit
definition that was developed for the study. A single system (including battery
type) was selected to be optimized.
Information was generated In terms of electric range, annual fuel usage,
and acquisition and life-cycle costs. Electric range and fuel usage were also
predicted using the federal urban and highway driving cycles for the optimized
system.
Sensitivity studies were performed on the optimized system to determine
the effects of engine operation (on-off or continuous), engine type (spark-
ignition or diesel), petroleum costs (gasoline and diesel), and electricity
costs. In addition, a cursory investigation was made on the effects of varying
one of the performance goads, such as the 0- to 90-km/hr acceleration time.
The effect of changing the basic driving cycle of the study was also examined
In terms of costs, electric range, and annual petroleum usage.
Task IIi, conceptual design.--The propulsion components for the optimized
system were geometrically defined, their performance was specified, and
conceptual design drawings were made that included an installation drawing.
A method of operation was prepared that included a definition of the power
and energy management schedule. A summary of the propulsion system costs,
weights, and performance data is a part of the design description.
This document also presents a discussion of the effects of on-off opera-
tion on the durability of a spark-i gnition heat enalne.
PART A
TASK I, PARAMETRIC STUDIES
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CONCEPTS FOR TASK I PARAMETRIC STUDIES
The Task I work Is described In the following subsections. included is
the Information used to perform the Task I effort as well as a description of
the analytical work, results, and conclusions.
To complete the Task i effort, AlResearch performed parametric studies on
a total of five propulsion system concepts that were configured to comply with
the contract ground rules and requirements. The propulsion concepts were com-
bined with the five contract-specified mission/vehicles to arrive at the matrix
of vehicular systems shown in figs. 1 through 5. The fifteen identified
vehicle/propulsion system combinations were parametrically examined to deter-
mine3 the best candidates to carry into the Task II effort for further analysis
and refinement.
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Figure 1.--Hybrid propulsion system concept I.I.
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Figure 4•--Hybrid propulsion system concept 2.2
(with mechanical energy storage).
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STUDY GOALS, REQUIREMENTS, GRuUND RULES, AND DEFINITIONS
A number of goals, requirements, and ground rules were imposed by the
statement of work and subsequent agreements to constrain the latitude of the
investigations. These constraints were applied throughout the contracted work.
Design Goals
The advanced hybrid propulsion systems considered In this study were config-
ured to conform to the basic ground rules and requirements that are specified in.
the following subsections, with the objective of meeting the goals listed below
when incorporated into the Identified mission/vehicles.
Cost goal.--A major goal of this work was to provide a hybrid propulsion
system design characterized by little or no initial and life-cycle cost penalty
to the consumer In comparison with conventional vehicles of similar utility.
As a reference point the life-cycle-cost goal for mission/vehicle S In figs. i
to 5 is $0.05/km ($0.08/mi). This is the cost of the propulsion system with
the primary energy storage device and the fuel and electric energy.
Propulsion energy efficiency and vehicle range goals.--The major goal of
this contract was to reduce petroleum consumption and minimize total propulsion
energy usage but still provide the range and basic performance of a conventional
vehicle• Quantitative goals were not specified; however, In Tasks I and 11, the
calculation of vehicle yearly fuel and electricity use, energy requirements as
a function of range, and energy distributions in the propulsion system are
predicted. This information will assist in setting future goals.
Vehicle performance goals.--AiResearch was instructed to attempt to design
all vehicle/propulsion system combinations (figs. i to 5) such that the per-
formance goals listed In table 1 could be met. AiResearch interpreted these
goals, with NASA concurrence, as requirements, and thus all configurations will
meet them. The specified requirements apply at an ambient temperature of 20°C
(68°F) and for a new traction battery.
A basic goal for all reference vehicles is that their range be limited only
by the quantity of on-board fuel.
Design Requirements
The design requirements described below were Imposed on all the vehicle/
propulsion system combinations that were studied.
Reference mission/vehicle design constraints.--Table
tractual design constraints that were specified for each
mission/vehicles.
2 lists the con-
of the designated
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Propulsion energy sources.--The advanced hybrid propulsion system must
use at least two sources of propulsion energy:
(1) Wall-plug electrical energy, storable within the vehicle
(2) Gasoline or diesel fuel
The device that stores or contains the wall-plug energy on board the
vehicle is called the primary energy storage system. This system will be
chargeable using wall plug electricity in the following ways:
(1) On-board charging system that uses a 60-Hz, 120- or 240-VAC, 15-A
and/or 30-A supply outlet.
(2) Off-board charge system that receives its power from a 50-Hz, single-
phase, 240-VAC or 208-VAC, 60-amp supply outlet.
Required level of technology.--The level of technology required for work
under this contract Is defined as advanced, and it conforms to the following
definitions:
(i) Advanced technology: A product, system, or process that is concep-
tualized and Is predicted to be achievable through the application
of applied research followed by engineering development with the
hardware being available at the end of fiscal year 1983.
(2) Technology utilization: The conceptual propulsion system design
shall emphasize technology that can take advantage of our country's
domestic raw material resources. The concept must not exchange
our present problem of a domestic petroleum shortage for some other
potential material supply crisis beyond our national control.
Control characteristics.--The operation of the advanced propulsion system
(response time, driveability, and complexity) should be similar to that of
a conventional propulsion system/vehicle.
Reference battery characteristics.--The battery characteristics defined
In table 3 were used. The state-of-the-art (SOA) lead-acid battery is listed
for reference only and was not used. The characteristics of the Improved
state-of-the-art (iSOM lead-acid battery and of the nickel-zinc battery were
used for all work Involving the use of batteries for primary energy storage.
The characteristics for the ISOA battery and the nickel-zinc battery are goals
established by the DOE for battery development to be completed in 1981.
Propulsion system emissions.--Although the prime objective of the work
Is the reduction of petroleum consumption, such reduction must be accomplished
within the framework of acceptable pollutant emission levels as defined by
those Federal statutory standards applicable to this work.
ORIGINAL PAGE, 18
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TABLE 3.--BATTERY CHARACTERISTICS
.
Battery Types
Eead-acid
Nickel-zincPprameter SOA ISOA
Specific energy, W-hr/kg 251 401 801,2
Specific power, W/kg 903 1003 1503#4
Cycle ife5 300 800 500
Cost6, b/kW-hr 50 50 75
Energy efficiency >0.6 >0.6 >0.7
(1) At a 3-hr discharge rate and an 8-hr charge rate.
(2) Rated at 100 percent discharge.
(3) Peak from battery, 15 s average.
(4) At 80 percent discharged state.
(5) Number of discharges to 80 percent depth of discharge from
rated capacity. Duty cycle is 4 to 8 hr charge, 2 to 4 hr
discharge rate.
(6) Price delivered to auto dealer with a production of 10 000 vehicle
units per year. Dealer markup is 30 percent above his cost.
5afet .--All applicable Federal motor vehicle safety standards were applied
to the study work.
Maintenance and re!j. a lity.-- The maintenance and reliability will be
equivalent to that of a 1977 conventional vehicle of a similar mission/vehicle
type.
Environmental capability .--The propulsion system will be operable over an
ambient temperature range from -29°C (-20°F) or less to +52°C (+125 °F) or more.
Availability,--The propulsion system will not contain technology so
advanced that it could not be available for inclusion in an engineering model
of the propulsion system in 1983.
Study Ground Rules
In addition to the previously stated goals and requirements, a set of
ground rules was also established by NASA.
15
Special test cycle.--Tho specific petroleum fuel consumption and the
specific wail plug recharge energy consumption were predicted as a function
of distance traveled for each of the volliclo/propulsion system cnmbinations
identified In figs. 1 to 5. The calculations assumed a fully charged primary
energy storage system and a fu_li tank of fuel at the start of the mission. The
continuous execution of the special test cycle described in fig. 6 was used
for mission/vehicles A, B, C, and D. For mission/vehicle E (variable route
bus), the SAE standard procedure J227a, Cycle C, was used.
Annual energy usage.--Table 4 specifies a daily range frequency distri-
bution for one year. The specified distribution was used to calculate tho fuel
and electricity usage on a yearly basis for the vehicle/propulsion system com-
binations except for the city bus. For days with less than an 80-km range, the
special test cycle (STC) shown In fig. 6 was assumed. For days with 8O-km
range or more, 10 percent of the distance was assumed to be driven over the
STG, and 90 percent of the distance was assumed to be driven at a steady speed
of 90 kin/hr (56 mph). For the city bus, the daily range was assumed to be
constant and SAE J227a, schedule C, was used.
TABLE 4.--DAILY RANGC FREQUENCY FOR ONE YEAR
Daily range, Noi of days
of the year
Total range,
m m km m
0 (	 0.0) 16 0 (	 0)
10 (	 6.2) 130 1300 ( 808)
30 (	 18.6) 85 2550 (1585)
50 (	 31.1) 57 2850 (1771)
80 ( 49.7) 54 4320 (2685)
130 ( 80.8) 12 1560 (	 970)
160 (	 99.4) 7 1120 ( 696)
500 (311.0) 3 1500 ( 932)
800 (497.0) 1 800 (	 497)
Totals 365 16000 j (9944)
Weight prediction methods.--The parametric representation of weight and
the mission/vehicle specific weight constants that were defined by NASA are
displayed in tables 5 and 6, respectively. The weights of the propulsion
system elements were determined Independently. A weight growth factor of
30 percent was used to adjust each vehicle's curb weight as the propulsion
system weight, and battery weight was varied from a calculated reference.
Battery performance.--' rhe
 curves for battery performance (fig. 7) and
cycle-life (fig. 8) were provided by NASA to be used as input data for this
study.
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TABLE 5•--PARAME1110 REPRESENTATION OF WEIGHT
Symbol
WPL, max.
WTL
WF
WC,
WC
WT
WS
WP
Ooflnition
wM.MM a.M- 4eYb YM Y.e sY i.ew. 	 .wYM7Ms.e
Maximum design payload
Test payload
• Fixed weight
Gross vehicle weight
Curb weight
Test weight
Structure and chassis weight
Propulsion weight
Formu I a
WO "WS+WPL+WP+WF
WC * WG - WPL, max-
WT " WC + WTL
WS w 0.23 WC
Determined by contractor
TABLE 66--MISSION/VEHICLE SPECiFIC WEIGHT CONSTANTS
Constant Units
Mission/vehicle
A Q C D E
WPL, max. kg	 (lb) 166(366) 272(600) 508(1120) 1043(2300) 3629(8000)
WTL kg	 (lb) 83(183) 136(300) 254(560) 522(1150) 1815(4000)	 j
WF kg	 (lb) w04(450) 408(900) 612(1350) 816(1800) 520001 464)
Life-cycle-cost calculations.--The following life-cycle-cast guidelines
were provided by NASA as part of the contract:
(1) Costs shall be calculated only for the propulsion system plus the
battery. Therefore other vehicle costs, insurance, and taxes
are not included
(2) Use 1976 dollars.
(3) Acquisition cost is the sum of the OEM cost (manufacturing cost plus
corporate level costs such as general and administrative, required
return on investments of facilities and tooling, cost of sales,...)
of components plus the cost of assembling the components plus the
dealer markup (assume 17 percent).
(4) Annual production is 100 000 units.
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(5) Operating cost 1s the sum of maintenance costs, repair costs,
electricity cost, fuel cost, and primary energy storage replace-
ment costs (if applicable). The information In table 4 is used
to determine how much of each energy type (fuel or electricity)
is required over a one-year period.
(6) Three sets of fuel and electricity costs are provided and are assumed
to be valid In dollars current for the year ^ibown at the top of each
column:
Item
ni t
1980 1985 1990
Gasoline,	 per gallon $	 1.00 $	 1.50 $ 2.00
Diesol
	
fuel,	 per gallon 0.90 1.35 1.80
Electricity, per kW-hr 0.05 0.01 0.07
if the detailed work scope permits only one set of figures to be used,
the 1985 column should be used. Otherwise, all three columns of figures
may be used for a sensitivity study of the effect of energy costs.
(7) Vehicle lifetime is 10 years and 160 000 km (100 000 mi).
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(8) A constant nonlnflating dollar Is assumed. No inflation factor
is included in the discount rate since it is assumed that personal
disposable Income tracks inflation.
(9) A two percent discount rate for personal cars shall be used, as it
represents only time preference (opportunity cost). For commercial
vehicles (D and E in figs. 1 to 5), a discount rate of ten percent
shall be used.
(10) Cost of finance Is not included in this procedure, since it Is assumed
that the discounted present value of the sequence of total payments
would approximately equal the original purchase price.
(11) All expenses are assumed to be costed at the end of each year. Year
'Zero' is reserved for those costs that must be incurred before the
vehicle Is operated.
(12) Scrap/salvage value is 10 percent.
(13) In determining the life of propulsion system components (such as a
primary energy storage system), assume that the vehicle is driven
16 000 km (10 000 ml) per year. For the city bus (mission vehicle E),
assume 32 000 km (20 000 mi) per year service. Assume the trip dis-
tribution for the mission/Vehicles as listed (on a yearly basis) in
table 4. The component life shall be determined based on these trip
distributions, field environmental effects, and the degradations due
to the actual conditions imposed on the components by the rest of
the system and vehicle.
(14) The calculation of life-cycle cost shall follow the format shown on
worksheets 1 and 2 (see figs. 9 and 10, respectively), using the
following instructions:
(a) The purchase price Is entered on the appropriate line of the
life--cycle-cost worksheet as a year "Zero" cost.
(b) Operating costs: electricity, fuel, maintenance and repair,
and primary energy storage system replacement costs (if any)
are copied from the operating cost worksheet to the same
position on the life-cycle-cost worksheet.
(c) Discount factor = (1/(1 + i) t is computed for each year (where
t = year 0 to 10 and i equals the discount rate).
(d) For each year, the discount factor times the cost gives the
present value of the cost for that year. These are summed to
provide the discounted present value of the life-cycle cost.
(e) The value computed in step (d) is divided by the total distance
driven to provide the life-cycle cost per km and is expressed
in cents per M.
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Study Definitions
The definitions listed below apply for the work performed In this study.
Hybrid vehicle.--A complete self-propelled vehicle system whose propulsion
energy is derived from two or more external energy sources, one of which is
electrical.
Hybrid  rp opulsion system.--The aggregation of all components that comprise
the power train, plus accessory drives and auxiliaries, including the battery
charger and primary energy storage system, but excluding tires.
Power train.--'rhe aggregation of all components that comprise the drive
train, the power plant, vehicle drive axle, and all secondary energy storage
elements.
Powerant.--The basic power-producing unit (or units) that utilize an
external energy source (or sources) to generate the propulsive power required
to propel a vehicle (excludes auxiliaries and accessories).
Energy buffer.--A device that stores energy temporarily and supplier some
or all of the stored energy in a controlled way on demand. The form of the input
or output energy may be chemical, electrical, mechanical, etc.
Drive train.--An aggregation of components that transmit power from the
vehicle power plant to the drive axle (i.e., transmission, differential, clutch
system, torque converter, gearing, etc.)
Carriage.--The complete "curb" configuration of a vehicle less the
propulsion system and any electromechanical storage batteries.
Life-cycle cost.--The cost per km of production hardware over its operating
life.	 Included in life-cycle cost are acquisition cost, operating cost, scrap
or salvage value discounted to reflect the time value of money.
Engineering development.--The effort that normally follows applied research
and is directed toward the application of established technical knowledge,
using engineering principles and practices, for the purpose of evolving, via
an iterative process of design, fabrication, and test evaluation, a new product,
system, or process.
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TASK I ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY
This section of the report contains a discussion of the five propulsion
system concepts, Task 1 scope, Information on the initial sizing of the vehir.le/
propulsion systems, a description of the digital computer program for the pro-
pulsion concepts with their associated mission/vehicles, hardware performance
maps, and cost analysis procedures.
Discussion of Propulsion System Concepts
The vehicle/propulsion system concept combinations are shown in figs. i
through 5. The propulsion concepts were agreed upon during a series
of NASA/AiResearch technical meetings. Essentially, there are 5 mission/
vehicles and 5 propulsion system concepts, which have been combined to form
the 15-element Task I study matrix, as was shown in figs. 1 through 5.
The rive vehicle types are representative of current vehicles with the
possible exception of the commuter car. The type of propulsion components th,it
were used to ;perform the Task I parametric studies are shown in table 7. The;
vehicle/propulsion concepts all use nickel-zinc batteries as the baseline, tho
spark ignition (SI) gasoline engine (water cooled, naturally aspirated (NA) with
smon controls), and an advanced electronically commutated high-s poed motor.
TABLE '7.--TASK I PROPULSiON COMPONENTS
Baseline for configurations Components characterizod
Component type studied	 In task	 I in mask	 I
Heat engine Spark-ignition,	 water- (I)	 Diesel,	 naturally
cooled,	 naturally= aspirated	
l
aspirated,
	
gasoline (2)	 Turbine
Electric Dc,	 electronically --
traction commutated
machine
Flattery Nickel-zinc,	 80 W--hr/kg, ISOA	 lead-acid,
150 W/kg 40 W-hr/kg,
	
100 W/kg
Energy buffer Flywheel	 mechanical	 energy (1)
	
Steel	 flywheel
storage (MES) (2)	 Composite flywheel
Electric control Variable frequency	 inverter --
Transmission (1)	 Electric and	 discrete ratio Regenerative con-
(2)
	
Concepts	 1.2 and 2.3 use tinuously variable
mechanical
	
continuously transmission
	 (CVT)
varla ble transmission	 (CVT)
25
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Task I Scope and Format of the Results
A summary of the Task I scope Is shown in fig. 11 along with the format
of the results. There are 12 vehicle/propulsion system configurations that
are Included in the evaluation scope. Each configuration was evaluated using
three lead-acid battery weights and three nickel-zinc battery weights. In all
cases a structural growth factor of 1.3 was employed when a new vehicle curb
weight was being determined for each battery pack weight. The results are
determined for presentation, as shown in fig. 11. For each variation in
battery type and weight, calculations were made of the prime electric range,
driving cycle petroleum usage, annual petroleum usage, propulsion system
acquisition cost, and life-cycle cost.
Three heat engine/flywheel, vehicle/propulsion system configurations (2.3C,
2.31), and 2.3E) were not evaluated in the same manner as the other 12 config-
urations, because their wall-plug energy is stored in a flywheel Instead of
a battery pack. For each of these configurations, the electric range was deter-
mined as a function of flywheel capacity.
Task i Parametric Study Modeling Procedures
The modeling procedures that were used to guide the preparation of the
digital computer evaluation program are basically a set of energy and power
management constraints for each type of vehicle configuration. AlResearch
experience indicates that the limitations placed on the Task I parametric
results due to the specified energy and power management procedures do not
effect the relative ranking to such an extent as to cause any reversal in the
standings.
One set of procedures applies to those configurations I n which both a bat-
tery pack and a heat engine are used as energy sources (concepts 1.1 and 1.2).
The procedures are as follows:
(1) Minimum battery is sized to run driving cycle unaided (constant power
acceleration).
(2) Heat engine is sized to perform the steady-state hill climb.
(3) Buttery and heat engine operating together must meet 0- to 90-km/hr
acceleration goal. Heat engine size is increased until goal is met
(constant power acceleration).
(4) Battery is used to 80 percent depth of discharge (DOD).
(5) Battery is load-leveled by heat engine to 80 percent DOD. At 80
percent DOD battery is used only to aid heat engine during high power
demand periods.
(6) Regeneration is into the battery during braking (not to exceed machin-
ery limit).
(7) Heat engine Is off when not needed.
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Accessory loads are supplied by the battery until 80 percent (.AU;
Ilion huat uny i tie is used.
A bepdrdta silt of procedures i, used for those configuration:, where thc-
• ^ry i the prima energy ,ourc.L, aided by both a flywheel energy buffer unc
t..	 t ontjIne (concepts 2.) and 2.2). The following procedures cover twn
itwot,ens, dofinod tabu A and case. 8. Procedures (1) througn (7) dhpIy to
buth cases; procedure M I!, unique to case C.
Case A. --Minimum battery Is sized  to run dr i v i n f) cycle unaided (consttrnt
power acceleration).
CdSe 13.-- !'inimur, battery	 sizu,! to rut , orivinc; cycle aided by flywh(.t,l
( 5U/ 5G Dower bp I i t ; corrbtdnt power act.(• I er,;t i un) .
Loth cdso A and case G':
onU i no is s i zod to pur furrn steady-stat o hill c l ir.iL.
tery and f I ywheol ^)porat ing tugc:thor must meet 0- to 90-kc./hr ,c ^_ ► ! -
tion foal (constant lower acceleration).
w	 r dnd flywheel operating tot;othor must meet G- To
err yea 1 .
1	 used to 130 percent depth of d i scharye ( (.CG) .
on is into tIywheel during brdkiny until it i , . 1GC ;. ► -i - 1
orgy i s royoneratc;d i nto battery (not to exct3(:C mdk t, i ner y
It	 s off when not neeced.
(7)	 Accessory , ^udb are sul 1. l i ed by battery until bC perct:n' DO"; I Pict,
heat engino is used.
For case G cnly:
(L) Battery is I oast- I eve I od by f I ywhee 1 to 80 percent (JUG. At b(i l;er L (,n t
001) heat un( ine and flywheel  ,upp l y energy ( 50/50 power sp I i t; c r,n^.t,;nt
power dccoleration).
i, tinal Set of procedures is used for those configuratiuns that use , twat
r ,(., dn(1 d fIywheeI without a battery (cunLUpt 2.3):
(1)	 Flywheel  suppIies all energy until it is 75 percent d i sc:hartit-C. 	 f'ei,•
i-nyine is turned un to complete remainder of mission.
G	 FIywheel is tuIIy charged only from wall plug.
( t ,
,r
(3) When heat engine Is used, flywheel Is used as a buffer.
(4) Energy Is recovered during braking by regeneration into the flywhool.
Review of propulsion System Concepts
For each of the five propulsion systera concepts that were evaluated
in Task I (shown In figs. 1 through 5), the prime emphasis was placed on
arrivinU at a relative ranking of the vehicle/propulsion system combinalions
to select the most promising concept. The principal features of these concepts
are reviewod In the following paragraphs. The final ranking was based on potro-
ieum canergy saved vs the cost savings to the consumer. The consumer costs are
determined as propulsion system initial acquisition costs (including batteries)
and propulsion system life-cycle costs for a 10-year, i60 000-km life.
A secondary emphasis was placed on parametric investigation of the sensi--
tivity of each vehicle propulsion system configuration to varia7lons in on-board
energy storage capacity and storage method. This information provides a data
lease that can be used to judge similar propulsion arrangements as a function of
mission/vehicle designation.
Concept 1.1.--This concept, shown in fig. 1, is an unbuffered configura-
tion and represents the simplest hybrid configuration that is feasible. Both
the heat engine and the electrical system are sized as described in the prece-
ding section and then evaluated over the modified SAE J227a, D cycle (fig. 0).
In the electrical mode and heat engine mode, the braking energy is regenerated
back into the battery.
The generic advantages of this concept are:
(1) 6lmplicity
(2) Low technical risk (minimal development)
(3) Low wee ht (oxcept for battery pack)
(4) Low cost
Concept 1.2.--This concept Is an unbuffered approach (fig. 2). This con-
figuration is advantageous because It represents a hybrid derivative of a pure
electric propulsion system; i.e., a relatively simple and low-cost gasoline-
driven generator is added to achieve longer ranges. Since the gasoline engine
roust drive through an electrical transmission, however, fuel economy is not
good. To improve: the heat engine mode economy, the gasoline engine is operated
on its maximum (lean mixture) torque line, and the speed is v1ried to change the
available power.
The major advantage of this concept is that it would be relatively easy to
provide a small vehicle such as a commuter car with any of the following three
drive system options:
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(1) Standard battery pack without a heat engine, which Makes the vehicle
a low-cost, low-weight commuter
(2) large battery pack without a heat engine, which provides a simple
vehicle, but with a greater range
(3) Battery pack plus a heat-engine- driven generator, which would allow
extended cruising when needed'
The concept was selected as a means to evaluate the Impact of the ceramic
gas turbine on the fuel economy. In this configuration the gas turbine (and
generator) are operated at constant speed to obtain the best efficiency from
the gas turbine.
Concept 2.1.--In this concept (fig. 3) the flywheel acts as a buffer for
both the electrical and heat engine modes. The heat engine mode is efficient
since the speed can be low and, hence, the frictional losses minimal. The elec-
trical mode Is also efficient, but the flywheel buffering mode is only of medium
efficiency because of the electrical transmission into and out of the flywheel;
however, the electrical transmission efficiency can be compensated for because
of Its flexibility; i.e., it allows the hea p, engine and traction machine speeds
to be decoupled from the flywheel ;peed.
in principle, this concept is fine, but the practical limitations, i.e.,
cost and efficiency of the electrical flywheel transmission, limit this concept
to special purpose uses.
Minimal technical risk and development costs are the attractions of this
concept.
Concept 2.2.--This concept (fig. 4) is essentially a mechanical version
of concept 20i that uses a continuously variable transmission (CVT) for both the
electrical and heat engine modes. The high-speed electrical motor and the fly-
wheel are directly coupled through a fixed-ratio gearset. In the heat engine
mode, all three items (flywheel, electric motor, and heat engine) are mechani-
cally geared together. The flywheel energy level, therefore, sets the speed of
both the electric-drive motor and the heat engine.
When the availability of a successful and reliable CVT is assumed, this
concept looks very attractive, with the following major advantages:
(1) High drive line efficiencies
(2) Low weight
(3) Low cost
(4) Simple system
(5) Efficient flywheel drive
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The major limitation of this system Is that the flywheel speed sets the
speeds of the heat engine and electric traction machine, and this Implies that
the two propulsion elements may be required to operate In nonoptimum perform-
ance regions during the driving cycle. The coupling of the flywheel, engine,
and drive motor speeds also results In larger power ratings for the propulsion
elements In comparison with concept 2.1.
Concept 2.3 .--This concept (fig. 5) substitutes a flywheel energy storage
unit for the nickel-zinc battery pack, The flywheel essentially operates in two
modes
• Mode '1--flywheel energy source
Mode 2--flywheel buffer
The flywheel is charged by driving the electric motor from external utility
system power. This motor is sized as a function of the charging time require-
ment. initially the heat engine is not operating, so the clutch is disengaged.
The vehicle then operates on the flywheel until it is down to half-speed (18 000
rpm). This condition represents a 75 percent DOD. When the flywheel is depleted
to its half-speed point, the engine is started, and the clutch is engaged. The
heat engine is geared directly to the flywheel, and therefore its operating
speed range is limited. The heat engine made is the same as that of concept
2.2, which thus produces similar fuel consumption figures. This type of concept
shows a major benefit if rapid recharging stations can be conveniently located
along a known route every three to five miles. This requirement imposes a
restricted route structure on the vehicles.
Analytical Modeling
An analytical model of each propulsion system concept was derived and
programmed for the digital computer. The basic c , uatlons for the rectilinear
motion of a rigid body were combined with Newton ► s second law of motion to
establish the basic link between the velocity of the vehicle, as specified by
the driving cycle, and the net driving force at the wheels. Analytical descrip-
tions (performance maps) for each major propulsion system component (such as
heat engine, battery, and transmission) were incorporated in the programs to
determine the response of power train elements to the varying power demands
associated with vehicle operation on the specified driving cycle-,,
Computer simulation descriptions .--General schematic flow charts for the
five propulsion concepts are shown in figs. 12 through 19. The arrows Indicate
the direction and sequence of the data flow. Labeled arrows Indicate particular
data that is being transferred. The program begins with calculation of the
first two velocities of the driving cycle, from which acceleration and average
velocity are found. From these results the total force Is obtained. From the
tire and aerodynamic models, the torque required to overcome the road losses
and provide the demanded acceleration is calculated and transmitted through the
drive train components. The resulting speed and torque at the heat engine and/
or the power demand at the battery terminals define the electrical energy usage
and fuel flow at any particular time. These values, assumed constant over each
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Previous studies (refs. i and 2) have shown that vehicle range is dufir ► ltely
dtfuctud by the acceleration profile adopted In the driving cycle. if accelf,ro-
tion is accomplished at approx imately constant power, the total range Is five
to ten percent greater than if acceleration is simply constant. Absolutely
constant power, however, requires very high acceleration at low speed (fig. 21)
welch i. ►ay be beyond the capability of the propulsion system, or beyond the ability
of the tires to Avoid slipping. Therefore, the acceleration schedule used for
the drivInG cycle was nearly constant power, but lower at the beginnln to ;stay
within the capability of the system. The acceleration schedule used for tho
z)TU is presented In table b.
Prollrainary machinery ,sizing (power and operating speeds), propulsion sys-
ter ►
 weights (including battery pack sizes), and vehicle test weights had to be
calculated initially to provide the computer programs with the basic input infer--
riation. The machinery power ratings, such as the heat engine, were approximatoly
dotormined so that the applicable maps (i.e., performance characteristics repro-
5untotions) could be inserted into the programs. The reason for having more than
one perforraancc^riap for a given piece of machinery Is that, in general, parame-
tric scaling of physical syster ►s :should be limited to rather narrow bands about
known characteristics. For exariplb, the spark ignition (51) heat engine 1s
describod with four maps, desi;)nated A, B, C. and U. Map A describes a 37-kw
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Figure 21.--Velocity schedules for typical driving cycle.
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TABLE 6.--ACCELERATION SCHEDULE FOR STANDARD TEST CYCLE
Time,
S
velocity,
km/hr
0 0
1 11.8
2 21.1
3 28.5
4 35.9
5 40.8
6 45.3
7 49.4
8 53.3
9 56.8
10 60.3
11 63.5
12 66.6
13 69.6
14 72.4
SI engine. The map was used when an engine of between 30-ki1 and 48-kW was
required.	 if the propulsion systern under parametric Investigation required an
engine size of greater than 48-kW, Map 8 was substituted for Map A In the com-
puter program. Map R describes a 56-kW SI engine with a ran g e of validity of
48 to 67 hp. These performance maps are described in a later section.
Battery simulation description.--Both the nickel-zinc and ISOA lead-acid
batteries were used In the Task I parametric evaluation. A form of the frac-
tional utilization method was used to calculate the energy usage per cycle and
the GOD per cycle for both batteries.
Battery model: The principal measure of battery performance is derived
frore the specific power vs specific energy curve shown In fig. 7. Curves of
this type are obtained by measuring the actual power/energy characteristics
of a test cell. The cell is discharged from a 100 percent charge to complete
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discharge at a constant power level. Measurement of the total energy expended
(power x time) yields one point on the power vs energy chart. A locus of data
points taken at various power levels yields the curves shown in fig. 7. Because
these curves measure battery discharge characteristics, a model using these
curves directly Is accurate only for predicting discharge performance. A special
Interpretation Is required to use the conventional power vs energy curve for
charging performance that occurs when regenerative braking energy is put into
the battery.
In general, the battery was viewed as being made up of two elements (a
resistance and a capacity container) as depicted in fig. 22. The resistance
has a value in ohms, and the container capacity has a value in W-hr. The reason
for modeling the battery as shown is to be able to differentiate between the
effectiveness of the batteries during discharging (removing energy) and charging
(supplying energy).
Container
I	 terminals
	 R	 iiL,,
r	
j x
I	 + I i
I	 f
C	 Vp	
II	 II
I	 f	 _
External
terminals
Legend
^BATT	 VP +9 no-load voltage
UBatt w terminal voltage
R . internal resistance
C k battery container
I . current
$ 45346
Figure 22.--Battery model.
The important point in comparing charging and discharging characteristics
is that the resistance will always represent a loss of energy no matter which
way current flows. Suppose the battery is being discharged so that 10 kW is
available at the external battery terminals. The battery container must be
discharging energy at a higher rate than 10 kW in order to overcome the internal
resistance losses. Now suppose the battery is being charged from an external
source at a rate of 10 kW. The battery container will not get the full 10 kW,
but some lower value because of the internal resistance losses.
For example, during battery discharge 'the power available to do useful work
(at the terminals), as seen Is fig. 20, is VBld, where Vg is external terminal
voltage and Id is discharge current:
2
VB i d = V p l d - I d R
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The battery power/energy characteristic (fig. 7) may be entered directly with
the value of Vgid/battery weight (specific power) to determine the total amount
of energy available. Thp term (Vpl d - IdR) is Implicit in the use of the per-
formance characteristic. The actual power supplied by the container (during
discharge) is;
2
	
Vpld : V 13 1 d +	 IdR,
which Is greater, by the value of idR, than what is measured by an external
observer.
During battery charging the power available (at the external terminals)
to the battery is VgI c . The question is; "How fast is the battery capacity
replenished or charged as a function of power applied at the external torminais
and how may the relationship between power and energy be characterized?"
The following reasoning is presented (see fig. 22). In the case where
the battery is discharged at a rata that Is defined by an external terminal
voltage; of VBd and a current of Id, 'then the voltage is found as:
	
VBd = 
Vp	 1 dR
and the discharge power is:
2
VBdid = V p l d - IdR
Now consider the case where the battery Is charged at a rate that is
dufined by an external terminal voltage of VD c and a current of IC, for which
the voltage is found as
VBc ' V p + I cR
and the charge power 1s;
2
VBcic = Vpic + IcR
For the battery container to be affected In the same manner for both charge
and discharge implies that the currents must be equal, i.e.,
I d
 = is
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If the currents are equal and the no-load voltage during that 	 intervalIs 
constant, then the difference between the charge and discharge external ter-
PtInal vultaUes Is;
VUC - VB d N I CR - (- I CR) x 21,14
7hon the uqulvalont power relationship Is:
V
 I
	 + 2 1 
2 
RBC c 0 VBd l c	 c
Vt;cic u equivalent ehorge power at terminals
Vbo l c *	 power that Is related to abovo charge power
21,R r- vquivalvn^,y factor between chartin and discharge modes,
11 is, therefore, pustulated that, "The measured powur/onergy density char-
acturiLtic of the bi ►t ,fory r.iust be reinterpreted to be used to dotormino the
ariotjnl of enc-rUy actually rocovored by the battery as v function of charging
[ ,uwer dl,plied at the external torminal e,. 11 The effect of this reinterpretation
is shown In fljs. 23 and 24 for the nlckol-zinc and the lead-acid batteries,
rosf.ectivuly.
The difference between thu battery charging and d1scharging characteristics
ciru unly significant at high specific powers and are due to the internal rosis-
tancju of the battery. The charging curve Is analytically derived by shifting
ihu discharge characteristic by the value of 21 2R. The postulated charging per-
forr ►anco curve Implies that at any given fixed power level and battery weight for
which the specific power at the terminals Is constant, more energy is required to
charge the battery than was available during discharge.
the effect of neglecting the Internal resistance of the battery is only
apparent when the battery Is used In an application where It receives energy by
regeneration and is heavily buffered (during peak power periods) by a power source
that has a separate energy supply, i.e., a heat engine that uses petroleum. As
the electrical energy used (discharge) approaches the electrical energy received
(charge by regeneration), the predicted vehicle electrical range becomes matho-
matically Indeterminate.
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Battery characteristics; Pour characteristics were used to describe both
the nickel -zinc and lead-acid batteries in the propulsion system simulation
wo, k that was done In this study. The characteristics arc,;
(1) Power density vs energy density discharge performance (figs. 23
and 24)
R
(2) No-load cell voltage vs depth of discharge (figs. 25 and 26)
(3) internal resistance vs battery pack weight (figs. 27 and 28)
(4) Battery cycle life vs depth of discharge (fig. 29)
The power density vs energy density discharge characteristics for both the
ISOA lead-acid and nickel-zinc batteries that are shown in fig€. 23 and 24 were
suppiied by NASA as part of the contract. These characteristics were the primary
ones used In the battery performance prediction procedures that are discussed
in the next section.
The no-load terminal voltage vs depth-of-discharge characteristics for the
two batteries that are shown in figs. 25 and 26 were obtained from the following
sources;
(1) I*ead-acid characteristics were developed by AlResearch from Information
on an existing ISOA battery, specifically, the high-energy density
Eagle-Picher EP200AH (ref. 3).
(2) Nickel-zinc characteristics wero extracted from a Yardney design and
cost study report (ref. 4).
The internal resistance characteristics presented in fig. 27 were developed
by AlResearch based on packaging technology and SOA power density. Basic bat-
tery pack definitions were previously shown in table 3. The baseline internal
resistance for each battery pack (lead-acid and nickel-zinc) was predicted
using the data In the table and the fact that the maximum power transfer from
the battery to a load, Pmax, occurs when the battery's Internal resistance
equals the load resistance. Thus:
2
Amax VP/4R
For this study the battery pack voltage was held constant at the values
shown in table 9. It was decided to maintain the voltage of the battery pack
constant for all systems to provide a standard of comparison and to scale total
energy capacity in proportion to total weight. It was assumed that a battery
could be constructed with the exact proportion of energy capacity and weight
needed for each particular application. Therefore, as battery pack weight was
varied during the parametric investigations, the internal resistance was changed
as follows:
R	 Basic batt. wt. (Total internal resistance)
New bate. wt.
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TABLE I-j.--BASELINE BATTERY PACK DEFINITION$
Hattery
Battery
pack
voltage
Weight based
on SOA park-
aging techniques
SOA power
density
Internal
resistance, ohms
Total	 Per cell
Variation
with battery
pack weight
735 kg based on
EP200AH for Battery weight
cells
386 k9 based
Ra
...inc design,	 report for Battery wei-dit
2033-76, dated 100
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Figure 28.--Internal resistance characteristic of nickel-zinc battery.
Battery computer methodology: The calculation procedure used to predict
the performance of both the nickel-zinc and the lead-acid batteries is summar-
ized in fig. 30. Shown in the figure are the computer flow chart and the
equations that were used to predict the bottom-line-performance, i.e., electri-
cal range of vehicle. The calculation prodedure begins with the power required
at the battery terminals (Pincon). Using the relationship shown as equation 2,
the battery current is calculated. The nickel-zinc battery no-load voltage is
set at 155 V and is not varied as a functi;;;n of depth-of-discharge (DUD). This
procedure is valid because the no-load voltage remains relatively constant up
to 80 percent DOD (see fig. 26). For the Lead-acid battery, the drop in no-load
voltage with DOD (see fig. 26) is approximated by using two values, i.e., 160 V
for the DOD region defined by 0 percent < DOD < 60 percent and 1413 V for the
region 60 percent < DOD < 80 percent.
The specific power is calculated and used to determine the battery specific
energy during the sample interval. If the battery is being discharged, specific
energy is read from the discharge curve in figs. 23 or 24. If the battery is
being charged, however, such as occurs during regeneration, specific energy is
read from the charge curve In figs. 23 or 24.
The incremented DOD, for the sample interval, is calculated by dividing the
specific power by the specific energy and multiplying by the sample time inter-
val. An accumulated DOD value is calculated for the total driving cycle, which
is the sample interval discharge incremental DOD minus the sum of each sample
Interval charge incremental DOD. The 130 percent DOD range is then predicted.
In the case of the lead-acid battery, an accumulated DOD is calculated u ifi;
a terminal voltage of 160 V, and a second accumulated DOG is calculated using
a voltage of 148 V. The vehicle range is predicted as shown in fig. 30.
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Figure 29.--Battery cycle life vs depth of discharge.
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battery performance calculation procedure comparison: There are many
mothods used for calculating how a battery responds to the varying load demands
that are encountered in a vehicle application. The method used In this advanced
hybrid propulsion system study Is based on the fractional utilization concept
(ref. 5). The calculation procedure used in this study was compared with an
averaging procedure being developed by NASA to determine how sensitive the
pririe electrical range of the propulsion system was to the battery performance
prediction method used. The results of this comparison are shown In fig. 31
for concept 1.1 for both a nickel-zinc and lead-acid battery pac e, of 273 kg
that Is used on a vehicle with a test weight of 2157 kg.
The propulsion system used power sharing between the battery and the heat
engine during acceleration, used the battery only for cruise, and regenerated
Into the battery during braking. The special test cycle (STC), shown in fig. 60
was used to predict prime electrical ranges.
Prime electrical range (ordinate axis, fig. 31) is defined as the distance
the vehicle can travel prior to the battery reaching 80 percent depth of dis-
charge. The percent of power from the battery (abscissa axis) represents the
degree of power sharing between the battery and heat engine during the STC
acceleration ieg. Thus, as the percent of power from the battery decreases, the
cri^lne power contribution increases, which implies increased use of petroleum
onorgy over the driving cycle. The reason that battery power contribution
values greater than 72 percent are not shown In the figure is that neither of
the 273-kg battery packs provide enough power to tranverse the STC without
beinU aided by the heat engine.
The following conclusions may be drawn from the data presented in fig. 31:
(1) The lead-acid battery is more sensitive than the nickel-zinc battery
to the two calculation methods discussed.
(2) The averaging calculation method predicts longer prime electrical
ranges than does the method used in this study, as the percent of
power from the battery increases, i.e., as the total power approaches
pure electric power.
(3) The more heavily the battery is buffered by the heat engine (decreasincg
percent of power from the battery), the closer the two prediction
methods agree.
(4) For a hybrid propulsion system, the two performance estimation methods
(fractional utilization and averaging) converge in the range of power
splits of interest (convergence zone identified In fig. 31.
it is concluded, that for a hybrid propulsion system, the two methods
discussed will predict essentially the same battery performance.
The hybrid study battery estimation procedure was placed into the perfor-
mance model that was used in the NASAIA!Research advanced electric propulsion
system study (ref. 16). An unbuffered propulsion system configuration from the
referenced study was evaluated using the battery model from the hybrid study,
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Figure 31.--Battery performance calculation method comparison for a
hybrid propulsion system.
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as previously described. The SAE J227a schedule D driving cycle was used.
The vehicle power was provided by a 679-kg lead-acid battery pack, and the
'vehicle test weight was 1669 kg. Regeneration during braking was Into the
battery pack.
A comparison was made between the hybrid study battery model used Ii, this
study and the "Driving Cycle Dynamic Program" used In the previously referenced
advanced electric propulsion system study (ref. 16). The advanced electric
study reported an electric range of 164 km for an unbuffered electric vehicle.
The hybrid study battery model was then used in the advanced electric computer
program to predict the range of the same unbuffered electric vehicle. The
hybrid battery model predicted a range of 186 km. Therefore, the two calcula-
tion procedures correlate within 15 percent.
The advanced electric propulsion system performance model, with its own
battery model intact, was used to show how power demand on the battery affects
the range of an unbuffered electric propulsion sytem. This was accomplished
by modifying the J227a(D) driving cycle to use a higher acceleration from 0 to
72 km/hr. Several rates were selected, of which the highest rate is accelera-
tion of 0 to 72 km/hr in 12.3 s. This highest rate Is representative of rates
used in the Federal Urban Driving Cycle. The results, presented in fig. 32,
show that the basic system has a considerable sensitivity to acceleration, with
a range decrease of over 50 percent at the highest acceleration rate. It also
predicts that the nickel-zinc battery has less sensitivity to Increasing power
demands than the lead-acid battery.
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Figure 32.--lunge comparisons with driving cycle using
varying acceleration rates
5 c,
in conclusion the battery performance prediction technique that is used
in the hybrid study correlates well with
e	 The proposed NASA averaging method when used in a hybrid propulsion
system performance model as long as the battery is buffered
•	 The AlResearch driving cycle dynamic program used in the advanced
electric propulsion system study
in addition, the hybrid battery model predicts that lead-acid and nickel-
zinc; batteries are sensitive to high power demand driving cycles. This conclusion
agrees with the trends that are obtained when the advanced electric propulsion
system battery model Is used.
Hardware Performance Maps
Hardware component performance maps were prepared for insertion into the
digital computer programs that were developed for each propulsion system concept.
These snaps were based on available information for existing components or for
components proposed for near term (19133) development. in most cakes some
extrapolation of existing data was required to meet the desired power and
speed characteristics.
Heat engines.--Three types of heat engines were characterized and used in
the study. The baseline engine was a conventional spark-ignition type. The
other two types were a modern high-speed diesel and a single-shaft advanced gar
turbine that used ceramic technology.
Spark-ignition engine performance: Three engine sizes were characterizod.
The basic data were for a 56-kW Internal combustion engine that was obtained
from ref. 6. The basic engine map was scaled using the following factors to
obtain the other maps:
(1) 37-kW size, using 4.3 percent brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC)
penalty
(2) 75-kW size, using 5.0 percent BSFC improvement
(3) 112-kW size or greater, using 10.0 percent BSFC improvement
The resulting engine maps are shown in figs. 33 through 35.
Diesel engine performance: Three diesel engine sizes wore characterized.
The basic data were for a 40-kW modern high-speed engine that Is currently
used in passenger au romobiles. The data were obtained frorn ref. 7. The basic
engine map was scaled using the following factors to obtain the ^-,thor maps:
(1) 56-kW size, using 2.5 percent BSFC improvement
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(2) 75-kW size, using 5.0 percent BSFC improvement
(3) 112-kW or greater using 10.0 percent BSFC improvement
The resulting engine maps are shown in firls. 36 through 38.
Turbine engine performance: Two turbine engine sizes were characterized.
The engine data were obtained directly from ref. 8. The engine maps are shown
in figs. 39 and 40. The engine has been postulated to be available for demon-
stration by 1983.
Transmissions.--Three basic types of transmissions are considered In the
various vohicle/propulsion system concepts:
(1) Four-speed automatic, mechanical gear
(2) Mechanical continuously variable speed ratio (toroidal drive)
(3) Electric drive (generator, motor, and controls)
The very low power required by the automobile at normal urban cruise speeds
emphasizes the need for a highly efficient transmission. Efficiencies of a
typical current automobile three-speed automatic gearbox and a typical forward
and reverse gearbox are usually between 80 and 90 percent in the normal urban
speed range (ref. 2). Such efficiencies can be Improved by careful sizing of
capacity and design of components.
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Four-speed automatic: Two of the Task I propulsion system concepts used
.it-speed automatic transmission of contemporary design. Tte per forma,rce
, ie transm I ss i un wds described in tern;!.. of dear ratios, shift schedule, and
:Iency. 'he shifting schedule shown below was devised to favor the heat
ne and electrical machinery su as to maximize the vohicle/propulsion system
ciency when operated over the study driving cycle.
Shift Schedule
Geu^r selected Vehicle Volucity,	 M.m/
First 0 to 24
Second 24 to 48
Third 48 to 52
F , Iur th 72 to 105
actuil transmission design would have to allow for Borne speed overlap
, ►, i f t i ng up and shifting down, but 	 details do not significantly  affect
hie digital simulation. The per f ormanuc± map used is shown in fig. 41. 	 It s
representative of current assenger vohicle technolgy and was obtained from
ref. 6.
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Figure 41.--Gearbox efficiency.
Traction transmission; A tract ion transri ission employs some type of
traction olenent In which powur is transmitted through smooth rolling elernonts
loadod against each other. By varying the position if the rolling element,,
tho speed ratio of the input and output can be smoothly and continuously varied
from thu minimum to the maxirnurn value.
The transmission of power between srluoth rolling surfaces requires a sub-
stantial normal force, but contact loads must be low enough to ensure an adequate
fati y uc life. Pc;wer transmission also is Iimited by the possibility of slip
between the rollers, since slip leads to rapid wear failure. The method used
to increase thuse limits involves the use of modern traction lubricant!,, % ich
provide high resistance to slip and high viscosity to reduce wear. Th p sr now
lubricants have considerably extended the power range of traction transmissions.
The i n fur y g at ion on proven traction tronsm i ss ions is rather i rodr:st i t l UWL' r
rating uue to lrevious limitations in traction capacity. Now that higher power:,
are available, it dppedrs entirely reasonable that autornctive traction transmis-
ions car, be available by 1983. The performance map shown in fig. 42 was esti-
:tirid for this study using the computer model that was developed by Airusearch
part of the NASA advanced traction transmission program.
Cifferentials and c;earboxes.--AiI the propulsion system configurations
differe till to permit relative motion of the wheels during change, in
^.	 ruction, and to permit a reduction in drive train shaft speed. 	 In
auut,i	 there is a need for a fixed-ratic gearbox in all of the ccnfiqura*ions
to Sul.,	 ent the basic speed reduction in the differential and transmis.:ic.^n.
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In practice, such a gearbox could be Incorporated In the design of the differ-
ential or transmission, but to simplify the analysis procedure, it has been
considered as a separate element.
Differential: The design of differentials Is well advanced due to the many
yodrs of automobile applications; however, as recent studies have emphasized,
the design criteria for typical automotive components are not completely suitable
for electric and hybrid vehicle use (refs. I and 2). The use of hypold gears in
differentials is popular because it permits not only a 90-8eg change in shaft
diroction, but an offset In the axis as well, so that the drive shaft can be low-
ored below the axle level. This arrangement Is very desirable for a front engine
drive to the rear wheols; however, for a close-coupled drive 'train mounted either
In the front or the rear of a vot t ir.lo, a differential can be constructed using
skew Uovol gears or chain drives, which are more efficient than the typical hypoid
gearing. This Improved efficiency is particulary important for vehicles that usc
power regeneration, since hypold gearing is very Inefficient with rover!,(,, power
flow (ref. 22). Also, improvements in lubrication techniques can eliminate tho
oil churning losses associated with the usual splash-type lubrication.
The overall differential and axle efficiency used In this study is shown in
fig. 43. This performance map Is based on work done on gas 'turbine transmlL3sions
(ref. 22) and Illustrates the effect of both power and speed on efficiency. Rated
power and speed for the trar.:,;rdsslon are the maximum vehicle conditions, and it
Is apparent they should not be overstated If maximum operating efficiency is tu UG-
obtained. The values are considered representative of current good des i gn prac-
tice, and can probably be improved with careful design for a specific application.
Rated speed,
percent
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80	
too
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Figure 43.--CombIned rear differential and axle overall efficiency.
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Gearbox: Fixed-ratio gearboxes using straight spur or helical gear sets can
be extremely efficent if proper care is taken to minimize bearing and lubrication
losses. Maximum efficiency also depends on the reduction ration, with 1 to 1
being the best possible. The performance map (ref. 9) presented In fig. 41 has
been used as representative of all the required gearboxes, through actual operating
efficiency depends on the individual power and speed ratings used In each case.
Electric motors and conirollers.--The traction motor must be considered In
conjunction with a controller to achieve a particular performance characteristic.
The motor also must be capaiole of functioning as a generator to achieve regener-
ative braking. In general, the approach is to use motors operating at a speed as
high as possible to achieve the required power with minimum motor size and weight.
In this study two types of motors were considered:
(1) Permanent-magnet, axial-gap motor, which is designated the baseline
design
(2) Dc, mechanically commutated shunt motor.
The permanent-magnet motor was designated by NASA as the baseline machine
for the study.	 It was used exclusively for the Task I and II study efforts. The
do shunt motor was introduced into the study for comparison with the baseline:
motor. A discussion of the results of this comparison, including a description
of the motor, is included in the sensitivity study writeup that is part of the
Tasl: : i sect i on of th I s report.
Permanent-magnet motor.--The permanenet-magnet (PM) electronically-commutated,
do motor is a lightweight, high efficiency motor of the required power with the
following features: The following particular features of the design contribute
to this performance:
(1) Field losses ore eliminated.
(2) 'Field cooling, which can be a problem in relatively small high-speed
machines, is not required.
(3) Slip rings are not required.
(4) A variable-voltage field power supply is not required.
(5) The performance equivalent of field weakening can be achieved in the
electronic commutator by varying the switching angle with respect
to motor back em f .
The disadvantage of the PM machine is the fixed field, which tends to cause
undesirable losses at high speed. The losses can be minimized by using an
axial-gap, ironless design.
This PM do motor produces a speed-torque curve that is Linear as the speed
is increased from stall to rated speed. The voltage applied must also vary
linearly with velocity. For a traction motor application, it is desirable to
r5
have a suitable transmission so that the motor speed can be maintained within
the optimum range for all driving conditions, In addition, a variable-frequency,
inverter-type controller is needed to tailor motor operation to the imposed load.
The estimated PM do motor performance characteristics shown In fig. 44
were derived based on the NASA advanced do motor currently being developed by
AiResearch. The machine scales in such a manner as to require only one perfor-
mance characteristic to cover the power spectrum that was encountered in the
Task I parametric study.
Power control unit: The controller for the PM do motor must have a
variable-voltage, variable-frequency capability.
The controller can consist of six silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCR's)
plus one series transistor operated in pulse-width modulation (PWM) mode or
six transistors operated in both PWM and commutation , Flo. The PWM is neces-
sary to condition the input voltage down to the requirud volts per hertz that
constitutes adequate torque at the lowest current that is drawn. These con-
trollers are now practical because of recent technological advances In:
(1) Development of fast, high-surge current thyristors that can be made
immune to high rates of dl/dt and dv/dt.
(2) Development of rapid signal processing and compact logic that pro-
vides gates, time delays, counters, thresholds, memory, and coribina-
tions at rates sufficient to drive ac motors. The logic and input/
output (1/0) signal capacity in one compact microprocessor or one
large-scale-integrated (LSi) circuit can handle the ac motor/generator
plus energy management logic.
The controller losses for the performance simulation were modeled as follows:
Controller loss = (Battery current) x (3 volts) + 0.035 (motor power)
Flywheel energy storage device .--The energy storage device used on several
of the configurations is a flywheel. Recent studies (ref. 10) indicate the
advantages of flywheels over alternative devices, such as hydraulic or pneumatic
systems, and flywheels are currently being used in various automotive applica-
tions. Since the energy storage device is required only for maximum acceleration
conditions and not for long grade situations, the required energy storage is not
large. Based on work from previous studies (refs. 6 and 10), the baseline energy
storage capacity of the flywheel (100 percent speed) was selected as 333 W-hr.
A useful index of the energy that can be stored in a flywheel is the speciijc
energy, defined as:
Kinetic energy
Specific energy =
	 Weight
a .
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Figure 44.--PM do motor performance.
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Thoro is a relotionship bolwoon those term and the flywhool qoometry and
mater I a I, expressed a.o, feel lnw,i:
K 
I 
net 1 c onercly - KS (0/6
Weight
	
Ks	 nondimenslonal shape factor
Whore:
	
0	 allowable working stress
6 - weight density
Por flywhools fabricated from Isotropic materials such os steed, a variety
of shapcs Is possiblo; some. common forms are shown In fig. 45. To take the boot
advantage of filament composite materials having directional stress properti(_,,,,
	
t;puClallzed flywheel dooI(Ins	 are required (ref. 11). 	 Some prom islnet design
configurations are 
s
hown in fig. 46. The composite flywheels have a relatively
low shape factor (KS); however, 'the high strength-to-weight ratio of nomposito
materials more Than compensates for their shape factor and provides a much
higher specific energy and lower cost, as shown In fig. 47. Therefore, the
5olected flywheel configuration is a composite type.
The chardcteristic* presented in flo. 47 do not represent spocIfic dosigns,
but are considered typical based on a number of units that have been built
and operated (refs. 12 and 13)• The relatively high containment weight for the
steel flywheel Is necessary because of the worst-case failure mode where rela-
tively large pieces of material having appreciable energy must be contained.
In contrast, the failure of a composite flywheel results in a mass of material
in the form of fluff, which dissipates energy in Internal friction. The cost
numbers are based on material costs projected for 100,000 units. Costs include
estimates of fabric6tion and assembly costs.
The loss characteristic for a vehicular size flywheel Is shown in fig. 48
(ref. 6). This chara c teristic Is a composite of the four majot' losses associa-
ted with flywheels: windage losses, bearing losses, dynamic seal losses, and
lubrication and vacuum pumping losses. This loss characteristic used In the
computer program was based on maximum full speed losses of 300 W for the 333
W-hr flywheel.
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Figure 47. Flywheel weight and cost comparisons.
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Figure 48.--Flywheel module loss characteristics.
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Cost And Weight Analysis Procedures
This section documents the weight and cost analysis performed to evaludto
the Initial 15 vehicle/propulsion system concepts as well as the final solectoo
5ystom. During the Task I parametric studios, the 15 volilcle/propulsion sy6tum
concepts wore parametrically examined by varying battery pack weight, battery
typo (nickel-zinc and lead acid), and heat engine typo. Two propulsion system;
(concept 1.1 and 2.1) and one vehicle type (family sodan) were selected for a
more in detailed evaluation (Task 11, Design Tradeoff Studios) based on cast ard
potential for petroleum savings. During the Task II effort, a reforonco propol-
slon system was developed to proved baseline weight and cost Information that
could be used to help rank and select the final hybrid system. This reference
or conventional system Is comprised of a spark-ignition heat engine, autvinatic
transmission, and differential, all sized to provide the family sedan with
the performance necessary to meet the study requirements.
Weight analysis.--To evaluate and rank the five types of hybrid propulsion
systems shown in figs. I to 5, It was necessary to associate the Lytem5 with
speci f ic vehicles to make performance est I mal Ions. NASA provided the weight
estimation prodeduro to predict each vehicle tort weight for the five mission/
vehicle designations as a function of propulsion system weight. These weight
relationships are displayed In tables 5 and 6 In the study ground rulQ;, bection
of the report.
Each propulsion system weight was estimated using the Information contained
In table 10. The source of the Information along with the parametric weight
relationships Is also shown In the table.
A weight growth factor of 1.30 was used to adjust each vehiclo test weight
as a function of the propulsion system variations examined. Vehicle performan(^o
(i.e., acceleration, passing, and hill-climbing) was altiiays maintained.
Cost analysis.--A life-cycle cost analysis was performed to aid in selecting
the recommended hybrid propulsion system. The analysis consists of breaking down
the lifetime vehicle costs into three cost categories: (1) research, development,
testing, and engineering; (2) acquisition; and (3) ownership or operating costa-
Each category is then further defined by Its respective elements.
A digital computer program was developed so that answer- could be generated
quickly and results could be Interpreted easily. The output of this program is
used to display cost categories for each propulsion system considered.
In cost analysis performance the following premises were used:
(1) All costs are based on 1976 figures.
(2) Propulsion system lifetime is 10 years.
(3) Propulsion system lifetime mileage is 160 000 km.
(4) Cost estimates assume a production rate of 100,000 vehicle/propulsion
systems per year.
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TAULL 10 ► --PROPULSION SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS
Rat I nq Weightp Weight relationship
'component Type kw kq MR), kq/kw
livat engine (1)	 Spark- i(a)	 56 171 3.06
Ignition (b)	 75 213 V.84(rof.	 14) (c)	 112 293 2.62
(2)	 Diesel,	 N.A. (a)	 56 222 3.97(refs.	 7 and	 153 (b)	 75 283 3.77(c)	 112 358 3.20
(3)	 Turbine (a)	 56 102 1.83
(ref.	 8) (b)	 75 137 1.83
T'ra" _n s' m" 'Is -s I —or 1 (1) 4-speed 37 >_ 37 1.00
automatic(ref.	 14)
^'	 (2)	 Mechanical ?. 37 R:39.6 1.07
CVT
;ree f.	 14)
Electric motor Electronically a20 ?.12 0.60
cominutated,dc
(ref.	 16)
Power control Solid-state 20 to 60 18 to 55 0.91
unit I n verter > 60 >46 0.76(ref.	 16)
Flywheel, Composite 0.333 kW-hr 22.7 68 kg/kW-hr
housing,	 and (ref.	 12)
lube and vacuum
system
Drive system Front wheel >40 >26 0.66
drive
(ref.	 14)
Gearbox Fixed ratio
1
>20 >6
1-
0.30
1
(ref.	 6)
1
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(5) Recurring costs are averaged over the propulsion system lifetime.
(6) Acquisition costs are suggested retail selling prises, which do not
Include transportation, dealer preparation, or sales tax.
(7) Propulsion system acquisition cost (purchase price) is assumed to be
the Installed price to the consumer.
Research, development, testing, and engineering costs (RDTdE): This cost
category represents the manufacturer In -house deveiopment effort prior to com-
mitting large capital Investments required for mass production. In total
RDTS E cost estimation, the following elements have been defined:
(1)	 Initial enginecering
(Z) Devolopment tooling
(3) Development support
(4) Manufacture of the R&D vehicles
(5) Test facilities
(6) Test operations
(7) Contractor profit
The general calculational algorithm for RDT&E costs is:
Total cost = (element hours) (composite rate) + (man-hour related costs)
+ (profit), ($)
RDT&,E casts used in the present study are based on initial AiRosearch estimates.
The Impart on vehicle life-cycle costs is minimal for the assumed 5-year amorti-
zation period and the 100 000-vehicle/year production rate. The RDT&E costs
were estimated to be about $20.00 per propulsion system. This cost element
is included for completeness.
Acquisition cost: The propulsion system acquisition cost comprises all
cost associated with the manufacturing, distribution, and marketing of the
system, as reflected in the sticker price. In estimating the manufacturing
costs--namely labor, raw materials, and capitalization--each propulsion system
was reduced to its components and subsystems.
The costs of the propulsion system components were obtained for existing
components from ref. 14. The costs of new components were developed by AiResearch.
Cost estimating relationships (CER r s) were based on these data. Table 11 shows
the CER used, Its dimensional units, where it was obtained, and they
 total manu-
facturing cost definition.
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TABLE 11.--COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS (CSR's)
Component Type GER reference CER Units
Heat engine (1)	 Spark- Ignition Reference 14 1.05 $/kg
(2)	 Diesel,	 N.A. Reference 14 1.16 $/kg
(3) Turbine Reference 8 4.00 $/kg
Transmissions (1) Four-speed Reference 14 1.30 $/kg
r automatic
(2) Mechanical Reference 14 1.42 $/kg
CVT
Electrical motor (	 Electronically Reference 16 15,95 $/kg
!	 commutated, do
Power control	 Solid-Mate Reference 6 12.81 $/kg
unit
	
inverter
Flywheel, Composite Reference 16 13.2 ;D/kg
housing, and
tube and vacuum
system
Drive system Front wheel Reference 14 1.70 $/kg
drive
Gearbox Fixed ratio Reference 6 2.42 $/kg
Battery (1)	 Lead-acid Contract 2.00 $/kg
(2)	 Nickle-zinc Contract 6.00 $/kg
Total manufacturing Summa-
cost	 (includes ---- Reference 6 tion $
variable and	 fixed of CER
material	 and	 labor values
costs, engineering (see
tooling costs,	 and note,
quality control below)
costs)
Note:	
izl 
(CER)i x (WR)i x (RATING)l
F1
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Tt,o r,arkup factors, as dot ined In table 12, .iccount for al I costs attr ib-
buted to the distribution and marketing of the propulsion system. Sample
calculations that show what the markup factors Include are shown In table 179
The cost item definitions In the table result In an overall mdnufacturinq cost
markup factor for the propulsion system of 106.1. The battery is assumed to
be a purchased item that Is marked up by 1.50 for both the initial and replace-
ment costs.
In Tasks I and II a curb weight and test weight for each baseline vehicle,'
propulsion system concept under Investigation was e!,timated, as we l l as the
cost of each baseline propulsion system. As the variables of interest of the
study were pdrametrically chnnciod, the weight and cost of each baselire pro-
pulsion system and the weight of vehicle were redefined. The now vehicle
wuiyhts were calculated usin g) n struc'urdl irowth factor of 1.30.
	
It required
,m iterative Drocess to arrive at each now vehicle/propuslon system Neight and
cost definition.
Ownership (operating) costs: This cost category was used to develop the
operating and maintenance costs for the L;andidato propulsion systems. The
opordting cost model that was used was defined in terms of 10-yoar life-cycle
cost.
Cost Jetinitlons for each propulsion system component have boon Cased nn
data from refs. 6, 16, 17, and 19, and the contract; on a history for similar
components; and on duty-cycle environments. Table 13 lists the definitions
used in this cost category.
Total propulsion system life-cycle cost: The sum of RDT&F, acquisition,
and ownership costs presented above is the total system lifetime cost, or life-
cycle cost of the propulsion %ystem. This total cost was calculated on a
'nm lifetime basis and a per-kilometer basis. The life-cycle costs for all
,ropulsion systems are presented In subsequent sections of this report.
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TABLE 12---PURCHASE PRICE OF PROPUL'JION SYSTEMG
WITH BATTERY PACK (SAMPLE CALCULATION)
Propulsion system concept X
With With
lead-acid nickle-zinc
Cost Item battery battery
Manufacturing cost of propulsion system M 755
Manufaclur'ing overhead
	 (22%) 166 166
Cost of sales 92I 921
general	 and administrative (25%) 230 2361 
Cost of propulsion system MI 1151
Return on	 investment (10%) 115 115
Wholesale price 1266 1266
Dealer markup	 (17%) 215 215
Purchase price of propulsion system 1481 1481
Battery cost 1334 2238
Battery markup (30%) 400 672
Battery purchase price 1734 2910
Total purchase price 3215 4391
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TABLE 13.--OWNERSHIP COST DEFINITIONS (10 YEAR PERIOD)
Component Type Determination method Units leferenre
Heat engine (1)
	
Spark-ignition 732.20 + 10.83(kW) $ 17
(2)
	
Diesel,	 N.A. where kW = power rating
(3) Turbine
Tran sip I ss Ion (1) Four-speed 37.66	 kg $ 17,19
automatic where kg = unit weight
(2) Mechanical
CVT
Electric motor Electronically No maintenance required $ 6
commutated, over the	 life of the
do vehicle
Power control Solid-state 36.83
	 rkg $ 6
unit inverter where kg = unit weight
Flywheel Composite 300 $/kW-hr 18
assembly
Drive system Front wheel No maintenance required $ 17
drive over the	 life of the
vehicle
Gearbox Fixed ratio 14.40	 kg $ 17
where kg = unit weight
Battery (1)	 Lead-acid 320 $ 16
maintenance
(2)	 Nickel-zinc
Battery (i)	 Lead-acid 2 $/kg Contract
replacement i
(2)	 Nickel-zinc 6 ',/kg Contract
Battery (1)	 Lead-acid 10 percent of purchase $ Contract
salvage price
(2)	 NIck,F I -zinc I
Petroleum* (1)	 Gasoline 0.40 $/liter Contract
(2)	 Diesel 0.36 $/liter Contract
Electricity* Wall-plug 0.06 $/kW-hrI Contract
*1985 estimate
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TASK I ANALYTICAL RESULTS
A summary of the initial or baseline data that defines each vehicle
propulsion system concept Investigated In Task I is shown in fig. 49. Para-
metric investigations around the baseline definition of each concept were
performed by varying battery weight and observing the effects on the following
parameters:
•	 Prime electrical range
•	 Heat engine fuel usage
•	 Annual fuel usage
•	 Acquisition cost (1976 $)
•	 Life-cycle cost (1979 $)
In addition, the Importance of buffering the battery with another power source,
Identified as a 50/50 power split (fig. 49), was examined and the results
are presented below. The parametric propulsion systems were sized to conform
to both the performance requirements of the study and the Task i ground rules.
The spectrum of baseline vehicle/propulsion system concepts had vehicle
test weights that varied between 1222 kg (concept 1.1A) and 6088 kg (concept
2.2D). The baseline vehicle test weights varied between 3084 and 14 061 kg.
The acquisition costs of the baseline propulsion systems varied between $2897
(concept 1.IA, lead-acid battery) to $14 927 (concept 2.11), lead-acid battery).
Task I Hybrid Propulsion System Parametric Results
Typical results of the Task I parametric studies are shown in figs. 50
and 51 (a complete set of the results is presented in Appendix A). The results
in fig. 50 are for vehicle/propulsion concept 1.18 far both nickel-zinc and
lead-acid batteries. The results are presented in terms of the five most
important parameters as a function of battery type and weight. In the upper
plot of fig. 50, the prime electric range (km) and heat engine mode fuel usage
(km/liter) are displayed for both nickel-zinc and lead-acid batteries.	 In
Task I, the battery and the heat engine were sized in such a way that they
were riot required to be operated simultaneously for the special test cycle.
Therefore, the prime electric range is defined as the distance the vehicle can
travel solely on the battery prior to the battery reaching 80 percent depth of
discharge (DOD). During the heat engine mode, the vehicle is propelled solely
by the engine using petroleum energy. The electric range and fuel usage values
were computed using the designated special test cycle.
r
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Figure 50.--Typical Task 1 parametric results.
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Figure 51.--Typical Task I parametric results.
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The upper plot of fig. 50 111ustrates the following;
(1) For a given battery weight, the nickel-zinc battery provides more
range than the lead-acid battery.
(2) The energy availability of the lead-acid battery is more sensitive to
the high power requirements of the special test cycle (acceleration
from 0 to fit km/hr in 14 s) than the nickel-zinc battery.
(3) The difference between the fuel usage values for the two battery
types shows the impact of propulsion system weight on the fuel
economy of the vehicles.
(4) A family sedan (for local use) has an electric range of 50 km with
275 kg of nickel-zinc batteries or 775 kg of 150A lead-acid batteries
when it is configured with a parallel propulsion system (concept 1.1).
In the middle plot of fig. 50 the annual fuel usage (liters) and propulsion
system acquisition cost (1976 $) vs battery weight are displayed for both types
of batteries. The annual fuel usage (petroleum) was computed using the annual
dally range frequency table (see table 14). The'16 000-km annual milage is
traversed by driving on the battery until it is 80 percent discharged and then
turning the heat engine on and using petroleum fuel to complete the remainder
of the daily range requirement.
TABLE 14.--DAILY RANGE FREQUENCY FOR ONE YEAR
Daily
km
range,
(ml)
No. of days
of the year
Total
km
range,
(mi)
0 (	 0.0) 16 0 (	 0)
10 (	 6-2) 130 1300 (	 808)
30 (	 18.6) 85 2550 (1585)
50 (	 31.1) 57 2850 (1771)
80 (	 49.7) 54 4320 (2685)
130 (	 80.8) 12 1560 ( 970)
160 (	 99.4) 7 1120 (	 696)
500 (311.0) 3 15007 (	 932)
800 (497.0) 1 800 (	 497)
Totals 365 16000 (9944)
The middle plot of fig. 50 illustrates the following:
(1) With nickel-zinc batteries the annual fuel usage reaches a minimum
of 150 liters at a weight of 475 kg; however, the propulsion system
acquisition cost is $6300. The fuel usage begins to increase for
higher battery weights mainly because of the increased power required
by a heavier vehicle, especially for the 90 km/hr cruise condition.
A
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(2) It costs the consumer $1400 in increased acquisition cost to save
370 liters of petroleum per year by increasing battery weight from
315 to 500 kg.
(3) With lead-acid br.. • terieL the minimum annual fuel usage of 600 liter
occurs at a battery weight of 800 kg. The propulsion system acquisi-
tion cost Is $4800.
(4) It costs the consumer $800 to save 225 liters of petroIeun, per year
using ISOA leaa-acid batteries.
Examination of the lower plot of fig. 50 roveal: the following:
(1) The propulsion system configured with nickvi-Zinc batteries uses a
minimum of 1500 liters of petroleum per 10-;r rerlod and costs S15 500
to own and operate. The use of Ir!ad-acr.1
 !.oltories increases tr,e fuel
cc,nsumption to 6000 liters over v IC-yr i.r, rl ,,c and decreases the cost
of ownership to 13 50G.
(2) Use of nickel -zinc batteries
	 it cannarIson with the use of
lead-acid batteries, but the pet 	 savings occur at an increase
in acquistion and life-cycl(, cost tr) the consumer.
hig. 51 displays the affects of power sharing between a battery and a
second energy source for a parallel -pc>wcr -path propulsior system that uses
mechanical energy storage (ME5), concept 2.7, arid is sized f,j,_ the intercity
family sedan (vehicle C).
	 In the example shown the second encrc;y source is a
flywheel MES device. The 50/50 power split means that during the `.,TC accelera-
tion periad 50 percent of the power is supplied by the battery a m 50 percent
by the flywheel. The result; presented are for the ISOA lead-acid battery and
are shown for no power split (no flywheel) and a fixed 5C/5C, power split.
The following trends are illustr-ted by the upper plc,t of fig. 51:
(1) A 50 -kr, electric range is provided by 650 kg of batteries when powe
sharing (50/50 split) is used, while it takes 1500 ky to attain the
same range without power sharing.
j As the battery weight increases, the heat engine mode fuel usage
(econorny) aecrvast:s. This trend shows the effect of vehicle weight
on fuel economy.
(3) The magnitude of the difference between the 50/50- power-split anc
no-power-split heat engine fuel economy is an indication of improve-
ments in fuel ectinomy that are obtainable by load-leveling a sparl k -
ignition heat engine with a flywheel.
(4) The large difference in electric range between the 50/50- power-5ilit
and no-power-split cases is due to the following effects:
(a) Sensitivity of the energy available from, the lead-acid battery
to the power loading. Nickel-zinc batteries are not as sensi-
tive to this effect as lead-acid batteries.
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(b) The reduction in the relative power contribution by the battery
(specific power) as the battery weight was increased because of
the constant 50/50-power-split ground rule.
Examination of the second graph of fig. 51 Indicates both a reduction In
petroleum usage and a lower acquisition cost for a power sharing system In
comparison with its no-power-split equivalent. The lower graph of fig. 51
reveals the same trends exist between the power sharing and no-power-split
systems when their life-cycle costs are evaluated.
All the parametric vehicle/propulsion systems were examined to determine
the battery weight that results in the minimum life-cycle cost for each vehicle/
propulsion concept. The performance and cost data for each of these minimum
cost configurations are presented in figs. 52 to 54.
in all cases the nickel-zinc battery (in comparison with the ISOA lead-
acid battery) provides the best performance (electric range and engine mode
fuel economy) and requires the smallest battery weight. The concepts that use
lead-acid batteries, however, are less costly to purchase and operate for 10
yr. This Longer operating life is due to the relatively poor cycle life and
high acquisition cost of the nickel-zinc battery.
Task I Flywheel MES/Heat Engine Parametric Results
In addition to the pure hybrid propulsion systems that use a storage
battery and heat engine, a flywheel MES/heat engine propulsion system was
evaluated in mission vehicles C, p , and E. The results of this parametric
investigation are shown in fig. 55.
The design limit line in the figure represents a boundary of feasibility.
For example, a flywheel with an energy storage capability larger than 3 kW-hr
becomes impractical for an intercity sedan (vehicle C); i.e., the volume required
for a larger flywheel would Infringe on the existing passenger and/or luggage
compartments of the vehicle; and therefore it could no longer be considered the
same class of vehicle. The practical limit for vehicle D is estimated to be
5 kW-hr and vehicle E, 15 kW-hr. To make maximum use of wall-plug energy
(electricity), this type of system is restricted to use on a fixed route that
has charging stations located at intervals That are within the flywheel range
of the vehicle.
Task I Heat Engine Comparison
An alternate engine comparison was made by the substitution of a modern,
high-speed, naturally aspirated diesel engine and an advanced, single-shaft,
ceramic gas turbine engine Into the vehicle/propulsion system concepts shown
in fig. 56. The propulsion systems are configured with nickel-zinc batteries,
and the battery paclr vii icght was sw I ected to m i n lm i ze the I !ft..-cycle  cost.
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Figure 55.--Task I performance results (MESjheat engine only).
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PROPULSION CONCEPTS/ENGINE TYPES
_— _,
1.1	 1.2	 2.2
S.I.	 DIESEL
	 S.I. ITURBINEI
	
S. 1.
	
0
a, 112.5	 14.2	 ! 11.0	 11.8
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7488	 7814	 10 637 10 963
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12 668 ! 12 994	 14 439 14 787
D VAN ( VARIAO LE ROUTE) 32 242	 32 481	 37 314	 37 836
LEGEND; ( T'YP.)
a. STC FUEL ECONOMY (km/1)
b. ANNUAL PETROLEUM USAGE (1)
c. ACQUISTION COST (1976 $)
d, LIFE CYCLE COST (1976 $) 	 $44080
I
MISSION/VEHICLE
DESIGNATION
Figure 55.--Task i alternate engine comparison. 
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The comparisons are summarized In terms of heat engine mode fuel economy, annual
petroleum usage, and propulsion system acquisition and life -cycle costs.
The spark-ignition engine was operated in an on-oft (on-demand) mode; the
diesel and turbine were allowed to Idle continuously. There Is no noliceable
difference in the fuel economy and annual fuel usage for the three engines,
because the idle losses of the spark-ignition engine were eliminated, and the
turbine engine was used only in a configuration in which it could operate at
nearly constant speed. Both the acquistion co!;t and life-cycle costs are com-
pat-a ble for each vehicle/propulsion system concept, independent of engine type.
The di',esel system would be easier to develop because no now technology is
needed.
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TASK I RECOWENDATiONS
In Task 1, 15 vehicle/propulslon system concepts were investigated. The
main purpose of the investigation was to determine which combination of vehicle
and propulsion system had the best chance of meeting the overall cost and fuel
usage objectives of the study.
It was recommended that propulsion system concepts 1.1 and 2.2 be carried
Into Task II for a more detailed evaluation. The Task I data indicated that
these two systems had the greatest potential of meeting the cost objectives
of the study. It was recognized that cost has a stronger Influence in the
hybrid propulsion system selection process than petroleum usage.
A second recommendation was made that the simultaneous mixing of heat
engine and battery power be investigated in Task 11. The Task I results of
the t:omparison made between the 50/50 power split and no power split indicated
large cost and fuel savings benefit for power sharing between the battery
and a second energy source.
A third recommendation was that the mission vehicle to be used In the
remainder of the study be designated a five-passenger family sedan, since it
has the greatest protential for petroleum savings. This class of vehicle lies
between the local family sedan (vehicle B) and the intercity family sedan
(vehicle C) of the study in terms of its size, weight, and payload, and is
In line with the scaling down trends that are currently occurring in the auto-
motive industry. Historically, a family sedan vehicle has been the largest
consumer of liquid petroleum (primarily, gasoline). Fig. 57 shows the recent
petroleum usage by vehicle type for the five mission vehicle designations of
the study. These data were obtained from ref. 28 and show that currently the
full size family sedan is the largest petroleum user, followed closely by the
intermediate/compact sedan.
VINICLF
APPROXIMATE CURRENT ►OTINTIAL
TYPE PETROLEUM k AOElei MONA OP MON11 ►[TROLIUM ^1yy^^Iiyy^¢,,(RILLION. OP aA,/ON.,
UNDIMMEDNEW APILIGATIgN UNKNOWN. PEPIND. ON PL/,T.INTRODUCTION RATE
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Figure 57.--Potential petroleum savings vs vehicle type.
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PART B
TASK II, DESIGN TRADEOFF STUDIES
i
L
TASK li DESIGN TRADEOFF STUDY METHODOLOGY
This section describes the Task II tradeoffs and the modifications to the
propulsion system concepts and to the analytical procedures. Computer simu-
lation results of performance and cost for the two propulsion system concepts
recommended in Task i are presented In the following section, Cost and Per-
formance Tradeoffs. Final propulsion system performance Is presented in the
subsequent section, Cost Optimization Tradeoffs. following that the section,
Performance Sensitivity Studies, presents results of analytical work that shows
how certain study procedures and goals affected the design and performance of
the recommended final propulsion system.
Revised Vehicle Characteristics
A review of current automotive markets and size trends in Task I showed
that a five-passenger vehicle has the greatest potential for petroleum savings.
Tradeoff studies in Task 11 were specifically directed toward a propulsion
system for this five-passenger vehicle. The basic design constraints provided
by NASA are reiterated in table 15 for the selected configuration, and the
performance goals that apply to this vehicle are presented In table 16.
TABLE 15.--BASIC DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
Misslon/vehicle designation BC
Payload:
Number of passengers 5
Cargo,	 kg	 (lb) 75	 (165)
Total,	 kg	 (lb) 415	 (915)
Carriage characteristics:
Test payload,	 kg (lb) 207	 (456)
Fixed	 weight,	 kg	 (lb) 510	 (1124)
Aerodynamic coefficient, CDA, M2 (ft2 ) 0.60	 (6.5)
Tire rolling resistance	 (V = km/hr) 0.008 + 1 x	 10-5v +
8 x 10 -2 v2
Tire roiling	 radius, m
	 (ft) 0.30	 (1.0)
Accessory	 load	 (maximum), W 600
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TABLE 16.--VEHICLE BC PERFORMANCE GOALS
Min.	 top speed on	 level	 road, km/hr (mph) 105 (65)
Max.	 accel•
	
time:
0 to 50 km/hr (0 to 31	 mph),	 s 5
0 to 90 km/hr (0 to 56 mph), s 12
40 to 90 km/hr (25 to 56 mph), s 10
Gradeability at speed for specified distance:
3% grade, 90 km/hr (56 mph),	 km (ml) 1.5 (0.93)
8% grade,	 50 km/hr (31	 mph),	 km (mi) 0.5 (0.31)
15% grade,	 25 km/hr (16 mph),	 km (mi) 0.3 (0.19)
Min. ramp speed attainable from a stop
on uphill
	
6% grade in 300 m (984 ft),	 km/hr	 (mph) 90 (56)
Min.	 sustained speed up 4% grade, km/hr	 (mph) 90 (56)
Revised System Concept Definition
Propulsion system concepts 1.1 and 2.2 were chosen as the systems with the
greatest potential for Improvement in Task II tradeoff studies. Modifications
were made to both concepts based on the experience gained from the Task I para-
metric studies.
Modified concept _1.1. Concept 1.1 was chosen for simplicity, low weight,
and good overall efficiency. It was modified for the Task II tradeoff studies
by replacing the discrete four-speed transmission with a continuously variable
mechanical transmission. The modified concept 1.1 is shown in fig. 58.
Heat	
ContinuouslyDrive wheel
engine	 variable	 Hdifferentialtransmission
Variable-	 Electrically
Battery pac k	frequency	 commutated do
inverter	 electric motor
S-46492
Figure 58.--Modified concept 1.1.
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The continuously variable mechanical transmission (CVT) provides a more
flexible propulsion system. Heat engine speed and motor speed are not locked to
the differential speed by discrete ratios, but can be set to the most efficient
operating speed for the required power output. Differences in cost and weight
between the CVT and the four-speed automatic transmission are minimal. The CVT
Is slightly less efficient at all operating points than the four-speed trans-
mission, but the increase in efficiency of the heat engine Ad motor, due to the
better speed range, more than makes up for this decrease In transmission effl-
ciency. The transmission Is capable of a range of ratios from 0.3:1 to 3:1. A
schematic diagram and efficiency curves for the CVT are shown In figs. 59 and 60.
The variable action of the CVT is achieved In the double-cavity toroidal
drive. The main shaft of the transmission has a drive disc attached to each
end; the discs have a section of toroidal shape. Two similar discs are located
inboard of the outer discs, and form the two cavities. The inboard discs are
mounted on separate bearings and are capable of a limited amount of axial motion.
Rollers, mounted on swivel shafts, contact each set of inboard and outboard
discs. The drive ratio Is changed by swiveling the contact rollers from contacts
close to center on the drive discs and far from center on the driven discs to the
other extreme of far from center on the drive discs to close to center on the
driven discs. The rollers are not forced into ratio position but are steered
as the wheels of a car by low-pressure hydraulic pistons that balance internal
tangential forces that are generated at the roller contacts.
Figure 59.--Continuously variable transmission (CVT).
Modified concept 2.2 .--Concept 2.2 was chosen for its high efficiency and
potential for improvement. A regenerative continuously variable transmission
(CVT) was added to decouple the flywheel from the heat engine and electric
motor. The modified concept 2.2 is shown in fig. 61.
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Figure 60.--CVT efficiency.
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Figure 61.--Modified concept 2.2•
The original concept required the flywheel, heat engine, and electric
motor to be mechanically geared together,, The major limitation of this previ-
ous system is that the flywheel sets the speed of the heat engine and electric
motor near their maximum speed points, and therefore precludes efficient opera-
tion of the two power sources.
The addition of the regenerative CVT in the modified concept 2.2 allows
the flywheel speed to be independent of heat engine speed and motor speed.
The heat engine or motor can be operated at the best operating speed using
the primary drive CVT. The flywheel is always available at the driveline
through the regenerative CVT.
The variable action of the regenerative CVT is achieved in the double-
cavity toroidal drive as was described for the primary drive CVT. The main
shaft of the transmission has a drive disc attached to each end, and two similar
discs are located inboard of the outer discs, forming the two cavities. Rollers,
mounted on swivel shafts, contact each set of Inboard and outboard discs, and
the drive ratio Is changed by swiveling the contact rollers. The contact force
is adjusted by a loading cam located between the two central discs that provides
a separating force, thereby generating equal forces for the two cavities. The
contact forces are balanced within the end discs, and no heavy thrust bearings
are required for the rotating assembly.
The output from the inboard discs is taken through a gear train to a final
planetary gear set with the sun on the main shaft and the output taken from the
planet carrier. This final CVT output then goes to the output drive and differ-
ential.
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A schematic diagram of the regenerative CVT Is shown In fig. 62. The
'addition of power regeneration, using an epicyclic gear set, expands the ratio
range of the transmission to Infinity. The high reduction required to match
flywheel speed to driveline speed Is possible with this regenerative CVT. The
efficiency, shown In fig. 63, Is lower than the primary drive CVT because of
internal losses in the regeneration path.
The regenerative and primary CVT would be built using a common housing
and controls. The addition of the regenerative unit would add about 14 kg
to the transmission weight and $50 to the cost.
Figure 62.--Regenerative continuously variable transmission.
Power and Energy Management Tradeoffs
The power and energy management scheme for computer simulation of concepts
1.1 and 2.2 is presented in tables 17 and 18. The systems are In the electric
mode until the battery depth of discharge reaches 80 percent. The battery pack
is the main energy source In this mode, supplying 100 percent of all energy
requirements in all vehicle states except acceleration. The acceleration state
is the most critical as the large power drain required can quickly discharge the
battery. The power taken from the battery during acceleration can be limited
to any value from zero to the maximum battery capacity. Any power requirement
over the battery power limit is supplied by the heat engine in concept 1.1 or
the flywheel in concept 2.2. Thus, the power required at the transmission can
be split between the battery pack and the heat engine or flywheel. This power
split is an important analytical tool that allows the battery to be used effi-
ciently and leads to smaller battery packs and lower costs. The distance that
the vehicle can travel in the electric mode on the test cycle to 80 percent
depth of discharge;is defined as the prime electric range.
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Figure 63.--Regenerative continuously variable transmission performance.
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TABLE 1.7.--POWER AND ENERGY MANAOCKN1 i1_'ni CONCEPT i•1
Mode Vehicle state Power and anoray flow
Electric Acceleration Battery supplies all
	
power up to a preset limit.
Heat engine supplies any excess power requirement.
Cruise Battery supplies all
	
power.
Brake Braking energy regenerated into battery.
Engine Acceleration Heat engine supplies all
	
power up to a preset limit.
Battery supplies any excess power requirement.
Cruise Heat engine supplies all
	
power.
Brake Braking energy regenerated into battery.
Stop Heat en-IMA tZ;eU To cnarge battery to 80 percent
AX-
TABLE 1B.--POWER AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT FOR CONCEPT 2.2
Mode Vehicle state Power and energy flow
Electric Acceleration Battery supplies all power up to a preset 	 limit.
Flywheel supplies any excess power requirement.
Cruise Battery supplies all 	 power.
Brake Braking energy regenerated	 into flywheel.
	
When
flywheel
	
is at full	 speed, braking energy regen-
erated	 Into battery.
Stop Heat engine used to charge flywheel to full 	 speed.
Engine Acceleration Heat engine supplies all
	
power up to a preset	 limit.
Flywheel supplies any excess power requirement.
Cruise Heat engine supplies all
	
power.
Brake Braking energy regenerated 	 Into flywheel.	 When
flywheel
	
is at full
	 speed, braking energy regen-
erated into battery.
Stop Heat engine used to charge flywheel to full speed.
l
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The propulsion system is in the engine mode after the battery has reached
80 percent depth wf discharge. The same type of power split can be made between
the heat engine and the battery pack in concept i.t or the flywheel In concept
2.2. The power split allows the heat engine to be operated In a low BSFC region
and thus reduce the expended fuel. The heat engine supplies 100 percent of
all power requirements for all vehicle states except acceleration In the engine
mode.
Scope of Task Il Analysis
The Task 11 analysis was completed In two phases. Cost and performance
tradeoffs were done to choose between concept 1.1 and concept 2.2. Optimization
tradeoffs were performed once the best concept was chosen.
Acquisition cost, life-cycle cost, and annual fuel usage were viewed as the
most important characteristics of each propulsion system. These characteristics
were heavily dependent upon three input parameters; engine size, battery pack
size, and power split. The effects of two of these parameters, battery pack
size and power split, were Investigated In the initial cost and performance
tradeoffs of Task 11. A heat engine size of 56 kW was chosen and kept constant
throughout the initial comparison. A minimum battery pack size to meet the
design performance goals was found for concepts 1.1 and 2.2, using both nickel-
zinc and lead-acid batteries. Thus, four different propulsion systems were
defined=
Battery pack size was Increased so a total of nine propulsion systems were
investigated in the Initial comparison as shown in table 19. The power split
was varied for each of the nine propulsion systems to find the optimum operating
conditions. Comparisons of the analytical results show concept 1.1 with lead
acid batteries to be the most cost effective, as shown In the Cost and Perform-
ance Tradeoffs section.
The cost optimization tradeoffs were performed to investigate the following
major Input parameters: engine size, battery size,gand power sprit. Three
engine sizes were chosen. A minimum battery pack size was found for each engine
size, thus defining three propulsion systems. Additional systems were defined
with increased battery packs, as shown in table 20. Optimum operating conditions
were found by varying the power split In each propulsion system. A system with
a 65-kW engine and 386 kg of lead-acid batteries was chosen in the optimization
subtask, as shown in the Cost Optimization Tradeoffs section.
The optimization continued, once the heat engine and battery puck size
were chosen, by accurately sizing all system components, based on maximum power
loads and hardware efficiency characteristics. A study was made of the sen-
sitivity of the propulsion system to electric motor type, heat engine type,
acceleration rate on special test cycle, and vehicle performance goals.
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TABLE 19---SCOPE OF COST AND PERFORMANCE TRADEOFFS
'Concept Engine rating, kW Battery pack weight, kg Battery type
204* Nickel-zinc
272 Nickel-zinc1
► 1 56 363 Nickel-zinc
499 0 a	 -a	 l
204 0 Nickel-zinc
272 Nicker-zinc
2.2 56 30 Nickel-zinc
363 0 Lead-acld
499 Lead-acid
*Minimum battery pack size to meet performance goals
TABLE 20.--SCOPE OF COST OPTIMIZATION TRADEOFFS
Concept Engine rating,	 kW Battery pack weight, kg Battery typo
499*
56 612
1.1 Lead-,acid_	 272*
65 366
136*
75 249
363
*Minimum battery paL-4 weight to meet pW ormance goals
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COST AND PERFORMANCE TRADEOFFS
This section contains results of the Initial tradeoffs. These tradeoffs
were performed to show the effect of varying power split on vehicle cost and
performance, and to choose between concept 1.1 and concept 2.2 as the final
concept.
Prime Electric Range and Fuel Economy
Prime electric range and fuel economy are plotted against power split in
figs. 64 to 67. Each curve represents one propulsion system operated on the
special test cycle varying the power limit on the battery pack: during accelera-
tion. The effect of reducing the battery power is to Increase electric range
and reduce fuel economy. The 100 percent battery power line represents an all
electric mode of operation. Not all propullson systems studied are capable of
running the STC on battery alone, so the 100 percent battery power line cannot
be achieved In all cases.
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Figure 64.--Concept 1.1 electric mode performance (nickel-zinc battery).
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Figure 67.--Concept 2.2 electric mode performance (lead-acid battery).
Concept 1.1 shows more extreme changes in both electric range and fuel
economy than concept 2.2 as the battery power is reduced.
The heat engine Is heavily used to meet acceleration power requirements
In concept 1.1 when the battery power is ,'educed. The battery receives all the
regenerative braking energy. Thus the lightly loaded battery receives the full
benefit of regenerative braking energy to Increase electric range at the expense
of using more fuel during acceleration•
The flywheel is used to meet power requirements as battery power is reduced
during acceleration in concept 2.2. The regenerative braking energy is used to
restore flywheel speed. The heat engine is only used In concept 2.2 to bring
the flywheel up to full speed if the regenerative braking energy is inadequate.
Thus the lightly loadedbattery does not receive the benefit of regenerative
braking energy to boost the range, but less fuel is used.
Annual Fuel Usage
Annual fuel usage for various power splits is shown in figs. 68 and 69.
There are many factors that affect the annual fuel calculation. The specific
fuel consumption in the electric mode, engine mode, and cruise at 90 km/hr,
as well as the prime electric range, cruise range, and daily range frequency
are all considered to obtain the annual fuel usage. The miminum point on the
annual fuel usage curves occurs at a different power split for each propulsion
system.
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Figure 68.--Concept 1.1 annual fuel usage vs power split.
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Figure 69.--Concept 2.2 annual fuel usage vs power split.
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Life-Cycle Cost
Life-cycle cost vs power split curves are shown in figs. 70 and 71. These
curves show that the most economical operation of a particular propulsion system
occurs at low battery power. Systems with lead-acid batteries have lower life-
cycle costs than those systems with nickel-zinc batteries.
Fuel Usage and Cost Comparison
Minimum annual fuel usage, acquisition cost, and life-cycle cost for,the
nine propulsion systems studied in the Initial comparison are shown in figs.
72 to 74. The power split chosen for minimum annual fuel usage and life-cycle
cost is that power split that gives the least annual fuel usage. The acqui-
sition cost Is not dependent upon power split for a fixed battery weight and
engine size. These charts illustrate the inverse relationship between cost and
fuel usage. Lower cost systems use more fuel.
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Figure 70.--Concept 1.1 life-cycle cost.
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Figure 71.--Concept 2.2 life-cycle cost.
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Cost Benefit Comparisons
Acquistition cost benefits and life-cycle cost benefits are presented in
figs. 75 and 76. Cost benefits compare fuel savings as a function of added
cost to the owner for the different propulsion systems. The performance of a
conventional, all-gasoline propulsion system was estimated using the analytical
methods used throughout the study. The conventional propulsion system weighs
322 kg, which leads to a vehicle test weight of 1411 kg. The conventional
system uses 1416 liters (374 gal) of fuel annually, costs $767, and has life-
cycle costs of $7600. Fuel savings and added costs are computed for each hybrid
propulsion system by comparing it to the conventional all-gasoline propulsion
system. Acquisition cost benefits are the ratio of fuel saved to added acquisl-
tion cost. Life-cycle cost benefits are the ratio of fuel saved to added life-
cycle cost.
The acquisition cost benefits generally show concept 1.1 to be more cost
effective than concept 2.2• The life-cycle cost benefits show concept 1.1 with
lead-acid batteries to be far superior.
Concept 1.1 was selected, with NASA concurrence, as the selected propulsion
system for optimization in this study.
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Figure 75.--Acquisition cost benefits vs battery weight and type.
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COST OPTiMIZATiON TRADEOFFS
The Initial comparison subtask showed concept 11 with lead-acid batteries
to be the most cost effective. The purpose of the optimization subtask was to
size the final propulsion system components. The engine size and battery pack
size were the most Important variables. Nine different propulsion systems were
investigated, as shown in table 20. Analysis was made on the nine systems In
the same manner used in the initial comparison. The cost benefit charts for
the nine propulsion systems showed the 65-kW heat engine and 386 kg of batteries
to be the best system. All other components could then be sized based on the
maximum power loads that occur In each component.
Cost Benefit Comparison
Acquisition cost benefits and life-cycle cost benefits are shown In figs.
77 and 78. The 65-kW (87-hp) heat engine with 366 kg (850 lb) of lead-acid
batteries Is clearly the most cost effective system. This system yields the
most petroleum saved for each dollar spent.
Final System Performance
The remaining propulsion system components were sized to permit maximum
power Goads during the acceleration goal of 0 to 90 km/hr In 12 s. The final
propulsion system design summary is shown In table 21, along with the weight
and cost statement of each component in the final propulsion system. The
guidelines used in calculation of component costs and weight can be found In
tables 10 and 11.
The final propulsion system performance summary is shown In table 22. The
special test cycle (STC), shown in fig. 6, represents the urban driving cycle,
and the constant vehicle speed of 90 km/hr represents the highway driving cycle.
Performance was also calculated using the federal urban driving cycle and the
federal highway driving cycle. Battery life, annual fuel and electricity con-
sumption, and life-cycle cost were calculated using the daily range frequency
specified in table 4. For days with an 80-km range or more, the highway driving
cycle is used exclusively. For bays with more than an 80-km range, the highway
driving cycle is used 90 percent of the distance, and the urban driving cycle
Is used 10 percent of the distance. There is electric recovery in the engine
mode, because more energy Is put into the battery during braking than is removed
during acceleration. The annual fuel average is the annual mileage divided by
total annual fuel usage.
Additional results and cost worksheets are presented in figs. 79 through
83 and table 23.
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TABLE 21•--FINAL PROPULSION SYSTEM COMPONENT COST AND WEIGHT SUMMARY
Weight, Acquisition
Component Rating kg costo $
Meat engine, 65 kW at 199 410
spark-ignition 4000 rpm
Electrical 20 kW 12 375
machine 14#000 rpm
Inverter 40 kW 36 903
and controls
Mechanical 90 kW 96 267
0VT 30 to 0.3;1
ratio
Gearbox 40 kW 12 57
3.5:1
ratio
Differential	 (fwd) 90 kW 59 196
4:1
	
ratio
ISOA 100 W/kg 386 1004
lead-acid 40 W-hr/kg
at 3-hr rate
Total propulsion system 800 3214
Vehicle test weight 2032 -
114
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TABLE 22. --FINAL PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SUWARY
"test cycle ST'C FUDC/FHDC
Heat engine/battery power split during 30/70 30/70
acceleration
Urban driving cycle electric mode:
Prime electric range, km 218 101
Electricity usage, W-hr/km 68 98
Fuel usage, Witter 30 26
Urban driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel usage, km/liter 14 13
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 20 51
Highway driving cycle electric mode:
Highway electric range, km 39 93
Electric usage, W-hr/km 183 105
Fuel usage, km/Ilter 0 26
Highway driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel usage, km/liter 18 17
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 0 12
Battery pack life, yr 7.9 5.5
Annual	 electricity usage, kW-hr 1475 1659
Annual
	
fuel	 usage,	 liters 590 666
Annual	 fuel	 average, km/liter 277 24
Acquisition cost,	 $ 3214 3214
Life-cycle cost, O/km 5.4 58
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Figure 79.--Final propulsion system specific energy consumption.
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PERFORMANCE SENS1TIViTY STUDIES
A study was performend to measure the sensitivity that some of the ground
rules had upon final vehicle design, performance, and cost. This sensitivity
study was by no means exhaustive and further work in this area might be pro-
ductive.
Electric Motor Sensitivity
Both Task i and Task it studies used a permanent magnet do electric motor.
The effect on the final propulsion system of substituting a mechanically commu-
tated do shunt motor was investigated.
Shunt-wound do motors are particulary well-suited as traction motors where
close speed control Is desired. Using a separately excited field, with the
field winding shunting the armature winding, the speed control is achieved
by varying the relatively low power in the shunt circuit.
The do motor with a separately excited field can provide constant horse-
power from base speed to rated speed. This feature shapes the torque-speed
relationship so that the torque at base speed is approximately 250 percent of
the torque at rated speed. Base speed Is defined as the lowest equilibrium
speed reached by the motor when full armature voltage is applied and the field
is fully excited. Below base speed, the torque can be held constant by docreas-
Ing the armature voltage in proportion to the speed reduction. The motor
develops full power at base speed, with maximum efficiency. Above base speed,
the power that can be developed remains nearly constant, using field weakening
to control velocity, subject to the power constraints of commutation limit,
saturation Limit, and thermal limit. The motor performance map used for the
do shunt motor Is shown in fig. 84, and it includes the losses associated with
field control. This map represents the estimated performance for a motor with
100 percent rated power of 20 kW. The map is accurate for motors that are rated
within +10 percent of the basic machine.
Direct current machinery is limited by the requirement for a commutator
and brush network to supply armature power. The brushes wear and require. pert_
odic maintenance, and the limitation on peripheral speed of the commutator in
turn limits the amount of size reduction, with speed Increase, which can be
accomplished to improve power density. The estimated motor size to achieve the
performance in fig. 84 is 55 kg. This size and performance is based on current
high-performance motor designs. There is no overall weight penalty compared to
the permanent magnet do electric motor because no electronic inverter is required
for the do shunt motor.
it is apparent that the optimum do shunt motor performance is achieved at
base speed. When the motor is used in a system with a variable transmission,
the transmission is employed to allow the motor to reach base speed as soon as
possible, and to operate close to base speed over as much of the driving cycle
as possible. in this case the motor starting operation can be accomplished
by the simple expedient of reduced voltage applied to the armature in steps
to limit current, and this regime of operation is so short, up to a vehicle
speed of approximately b km/hr, that the efficiency of operation is not a
ignificant concern.
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Figure 84.--Dc shunt motor performance.
The results of this investigation are shown In table 24 and figs. 65 and
86. The lower efficiency of the do shunt motor results In a shorter electric
range and more electric energy usage compared to the final propulsion system.
The fuel consumption is slightly lower with the do shunt motor because in the
electric mode the best operating speed is lower for the do shunt motor than
for the permanent magnet motor that is used in the final system. When the heat
engine is required to buffer the electric motor, the lower speed of the do shunt
l motor allows the heat engine to operate at a better efficiency. The greatest
effect of substituting the do shunt motor into the final propulsion system is
In the reduction of the acquisition cost by $717•
Heat Engine Sensitivity
The final system was evaluated with four differbnt engine/operating mode
combinations:	 (1) gasoline, on-off, (2) gasoline, idle, (3) diesel, on-off, and
(4) diesel, idle. The final propulsion system uses a gasoline engine operated
in an on-off mode. in this mode the engine does not idle. No fuel is consumed
if no power is required from the engine. This on-off operation leads to reduced
fuel usage, but some technical risks are involved in developing such a system.
The results for the four propulsion systems operated on the special test
cycle are shown in table 25. The diesel engine vehicle weighs 83 kg and costs
$190 more than the gasoline engine vehicle. The diesel engine is capable of
a much lower idle fuel flow than the gasoline engine; thus annual fuel usage
does not increase with the diesel as much as with the gasoline engine when the
engine is allowed to idle.
12 i
TABLE 24.--PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR PROPULSION SYSTEM WITH DC SHUNT MOTOR
Test Cycle STC FUDC/FHDC
Heat engine/battery power split during 30/70 30/70
acceleration
Urban driving cycle electrical mode,
Prime electric range, km 195 87
Electricity usage, W-hr/km 95 116
Fuel	 usage, km/Ilter 29 30
Urban driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel
	
usage,	 km/ 111'er 13 13
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 18 46
Highway driving cycle electric made:
Highway electric range, 	 km 42 91
Electricity usage, W-hr/km 179 107
Fuel	 usage,	 km/liter 0 33
Highway driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel	 usage,	 km/lifer 18 17
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 0 11
Battery pack	 life,	 yr 7.5 5.0
Annual
	
electricity usage,	 kW-hr 1579 1913
Annual
	 fuel	 usage,	 liters 602 590
Annual
	
fuel	 average,	 km/liter 27 27
Acquisition cost,	 $ 2411 2411
Life-cycle cost, 0/km 5.0 5.3
I
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TABLE 25•--SENSITIVITY OF VEHICLE PERFORMANCE TO HEAT ENGINE TYPE AND
MODE OF OPERATION
Heat engine type Gasoline Diesel
Operation of heat engine On-Off idle On-Off idle
30/70 30/70 30/70 30/70Heat engine/battery power split
during acceleration
Urban driving cycle electrical mode:
Prime electric range, km 216 218 236 236
Electricity usage, W-hr/km 88 88 89 89
Fuel	 usage,	 km/liter 30 19 31 23
Urban driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel	 usage, km/Ilter 14 14 15 15
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 20 20 20 20
Highway driving cycle electric mode:
Highway electric range, km 39 39 37 37
Electricty usage, W-hr/km 183 183 185 185
Fuel	 usage,	 km/liter 0 0 0 0
Highway driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel	 usage,	 km/liter 18 18 17 17
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 0 0 0 0
Battery pack life, yr 7.9 7.9 8.1 8.1
Annual electricity usage, kW-hr 1475 1475 1480 1480
Annual	 fuel	 usage,	 liters 590 804 507 628
Annual	 fuel	 average, km/liter 27 20 32 25
Acquisition cost, $ 3128 3128 3318 3318
Life-cycle cost, 0/km 5.4 5.8 5.2 5.4
ORIGINAL
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Fuel and Electricity Cost Sensitivity
Three fuel and electric cost scenarios were postulated by NASA for the
future. The mid values of projected costs were used to calculate life-cycle
costs and operating costs throughout Task i and Task 11. The life-cycle cost
for the final propulsion system was computed using all three sets of projected
energy costs. These results, along with the cost upon which the results are
based, are presented in fig. 87. The four propulsion system/operating mode
combinations presented In the heat engine sensitivity were operated on the
special test cycle. A conventional, all-heat-engine propulsion system was
also evaluated for comparison.
The sensitivity to energy costs is quite apparent. The three cost scenar-
ios indicate a 100-percent increase In fuel cost but only a 40-percent increase
In electric cost. Under these circumstances propulsion systems using more fuel
rise In cost more rapidly than systems using less fuel. The proposed final
propulsion system will become less costly than a present-day conventional sys-
tem when the energy costs of the third scenario are realized.
i
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Figure 87.--Life-cycle cost sensitivity to petrrieum and
electricity costs.
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Test Cycle Sensitivity
The special test cycie, fig. 6, requires an acceleration from 0 to
72 km/hr in 14 s. The time to accelerate was extended successively to 20 s
and 28 s to measure the effect of acceleration time upon vehicle performance.
Cruise, coast, brake, and dwell time and vehicle, battery, and propulsion
systam were kept constant. The performance of the final propulsion system was
calculated using the three different acceleration times. The results are shown
In table 26.
These results do not show great variations as a function of acceleration
time. The prime electric range varies only slightly. This can be explained
by plotting battery depth of discharge (DOD) against time (fig. 68). The depth
of discharge profile Is the same after the acceleration phase for each test
cycle. The only difference occurs duringthe acceleration phase. Each accel-
oration ends at approximately 0.4 percent DOD. The lower acceleration rate
requires less power from the battery, but the time is longer. The energy to
accelorate a car at any rate is essentially constant. The battery is buffered
by the engine In all three cases to keep battery power low. The specific energy
Is nearly constant at low specific power (see figure 7).
Tho fuel consumption Is reduced by 10 percent as accole'*ation is Increased
to 28 s. The lower power required In the slower accelerations allows the engine
to be used at a speed and torque point that Is more fuel efficient.
Performance Goal Sensitivity
The basic performance goals for the now mission vehicle designated BC are
presented in table 16. The maximum acceleration goal of 0 to 90 km/hr in 12 s
was used to size the propulsion system components. The sensitivity to this
acceleration goal was investigated by designing two new propulsion systems,
one capable of 0 to 90 km/hr acceleration in 16 s and the second In 20 s. It
was assumed that, as the 0 to 90 km/hr acceleration goal was reduced, all the
other performance goals were lowered so that the 0 to 90 km/hr acceleration
goal still sizes the components. Two more systems were designed with small
engines (22 kW) and Larger battery packs that could accelerate to 90 km/hr In
15 s and 18 s. All five propulsion systems studied are presented in table 27.
Lach of the new propulsion systems was evaluated on the three test cycles used
in the test cycle sensitivity. The performance results are shown in tables 28
and 29.
The propulsion system that allowed 0 to 90 km/hr in 16 s had a 37-kW heat
engine, 272 kg of lead-acid batteries, and a test weight of 1824 kg. The pur-
chase cost of $2705 included $707 for batteries. This price represents a
decrease from the final propulsion system cost of $423. The annual fuel usage
does not change a great deal (5 percent) when compared to the final propulsion
system.
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TABLE 26 .- - FINAL PROPULSiCN SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SENS iTiVITY TO TEST CYCLE,
CAPABLE OF ACCELERATING 0 TO 90 KWHR IN 12 S
Acceleration time to 72 km/hr 14 20 28
In test cycle, s
Heat engine/battery power split during 30/70 30/70 30/70
acceleration
Urban driving cycle electric mode:
Prime electric range, kin 218 219 227
Electricity usage,	 W-hr/km 88 90 87
Fuel	 usage,	 km/liter 30 33 3$
Urban driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel
	
usage, km/Iitor 14 14 15
Electricity recovery, 	 W-hr/km 20 10 4
Highway driving cycle electric mode:
Highway electric range,
	
kin 39 39 39
Electricity usage, W-hr/km 183 183 183
Fuel usage, Witter 0 0 0
Highway driving cycle engine mode
Fuel	 usage, km/liter 18 18 18
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 0 0 0
Battery pack	 li fe, yr 7.9 7.9 8.0
Annua l	electrici ty u s age,	 kW-hr 1475 1491 1462
Annual	 fuel
	
usage,	 liters 590 553 538
Annual
	
fuel	 averago, km/liter 27 29 30
Acquisition cost,	 $ 3128 3128
5.3
3128
5.2Life-cycle cost, ^/km 5.4
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Figuro 88.—Battory depth of discharge vs time for final propulsion
system on throo different tost cycles.
TABLE 27.--SCOPE OF PERFORMANCE GOAL SENSITIVITY
Maximum acceleration to 90 km/hr, s 12* 16 20 18 15
Heat engine rafting, kW 65* 37 22 22 22
Battery pack size, kg 386* 272 181 363 544
Test weight, kg 2078* 1824 1 1324 1 1560 11785
*Final propulsion system
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TABLE 28.--PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR A PROPULSION SYSTEM WITH 37-KW HEAT
ENGINE AND 272 KG OF LEAD-ACID BATTERIES, CAPAK E OF ZERO
TO 90 KW/HR ACCELERATION IN 16 S
Acceleration time to 72 km/hr 14 20 28
on test cycle, s
Heat engine/battery power split during 35/65 30/70 30/70
acceleration
Urbui driving cycle electric mode:
Prime electric range,	 km 91 141 146
Electricity usage, W-hr/km 93 84 83
Fuel	 usage,
	
km/liter 34 32 32
Urban driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel
	
usage,	 km/liter 14 15 15
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 8 3 4
Highway driving cycle electric mode:
Highway electric range,	 km 21 21
29
Electricity usage, 	 W-hr/km 174 174 174	 j
Fuel	 usage, km/liter 0 0 0
Highway driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel
	
usage,	 km/liter 18 18 18
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 0 0 0
Battery pack
	 Life, yr 5.1 6.5 6.6
Annual	 electricity usage,	 kW-hr 1446 1312 1297
Annual
	
fuel usage,	 liters 560 579 583
Annual
	
fuel
	
average,	 km/Liter 29 28 27
Acquisition cost,	 $ 2705 2705 2705
Life-cycle cost, 0/km 5.0 4.9 4.9
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TABLE 29. --PERFORMANCE SUWARY FOR PROPULS'	 ;STEM WITH 22-KW HEAT
ENGINE AND 181 KG OF LEAD-ACID bA'i., ­ 1tS CAPABLE OF ZERO	 1
TO 90 KM/HR ACCELERATION IN 20 S
Acceleration time to 72 km/hr
on test cycle, s 14 20 28
Heat engine/battery power split during 50/50 40/60 30/70
,acceleration i
Urban driving cycle electric mode:
Prime electric range, km 13 42 57
Electricity usage,	 W-hr/km 106 88 79
Fuel	 usage,	 km/liter 54 38 35
Urban driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel	 usage,
	
km/Ilter 15 15 14
Electricity recovery,
	 W=hr/km 0 6 0
Highway driving cycle electric mode:
Highway electric range, km 9 9 9
Electricity usage,	 W-hr/km 157 157 157
Fuel	 usage, km/liter 0 0 0
Highway driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel
	 usage,	 km/liter 19 19 19
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 0 0 0
Battery pack	 life, yr 2.6 3.5 4.0
Annual	 electricity usage,	 kW-hr 671 964 1012
Annual
	
fuel	 usage,	 liters 791 651 621
Pnnual
	
fuel average, km/liter 20 25 26
Acquisition cost,
	 $ 2385 2385 2385
Life-cycle cost, 0/km 5.3 4.9 4.8
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The prime electric range was shorter In the new propulsion system than In
the final propulsion system. This Is caused primarily by the fact that there
are fewer batteries in the new system. Thera is another factor that further
reduces the range In the test cycle with 0 to 72 in 14 s. The battery pack
must operate at a higher specific power (50 W/kg) to accelerate to 72 km/hr in
14 s, compared to the 20- and 28-s acceleration cycles (30 W/kg). The higher
specific power leads to lower specific energy. The battery used at 50 W/kg is
discharged much quicker than the battery used at 30 W/kg. The battery depth
of discharge vs time curve Is shown In fig. 89.
The propulsion system that could accelerate to 90 km/hr in 20 s had a
22-kW heat engine, 181 kg of lead-acid batteries, and a vehicle test weight of
1324 kg. The propulsion system Is underpowered and, for all but the slowest
acceleration (0 to 72 km/hr In 28 s), both engine and battery operatdd near
their maximum. This resulted In short electric range and a relatively large
fuel usage. The test cycle with the slowest acceleration did allow both heat
engine and battery to be partly loaded, but the electric range is still quite
short, and large amounts of fuel are required. 'The short electric range leads
to more miles In the engine mode. A small underpowered engine operated near
full power Is not very efficient.
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Figure 89.--Battery depth of discharge vs time for propulsion system
with 37-kW heat engine and 272 kg of lead-acid batteries
capable of zero to 72 km/hr acceleration in 16 s.
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There has been interest in propulsion systems sized similar to the last
system with very small gasoline engines. Two additional propulsion systems
were drawn up with the same 22-kW heat engine and Increased battery weight.
The propulsion system shown In table 30 has a 22-kw heat engine, 363 kg of
lead-acid batteries, test weight of 1560 kg, and an acquisition cost of $2858.
The propulsion system shown Iii table 31 has the 22-kW heat engine, 544 kg of
lead-acid batteries, test weight of 1785 kg, and acquisition cost of $3332.
These two systems were included for completeness, and rigorous optimization
of the systems was not attempted.
F41.
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TABLE 30.--PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR A PROPULSION SYSTEM WITH A 22-KW HEAT
ENGINE AND 363 KG OF LEAD-ACID BATTERIES CAPABLE OF ZERO TO
90 KM/HR ACCELERATION IN 18 S
Acceleration time to 72 km/hr
on test cycle, s 14 ?0 28
Heat engine/battery power split during 60/40 50/50 30/70
acceleration
Urban driving cycle electric mode:
Prime electric range, km 62 109 182
Electricity usage, W-hr/km 114 100 77
Fuel
	
usage,	 km/liter 52 38 28
Urban driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel	 usage,	 km/Ilter 13 13 13
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 0 0 0
Highway driving cycle electric mode:
Highway electric range, km 42 42 42
Electricity usage,	 W-hr/km 165 165 165
Fuel usage, km/liter 0 0 0
Highway driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel	 usage,	 km/liter 19 19 19
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 0 0 0
Battery pack
	
life, yr 4.2 5.7 7.3
Annual electricity usage,	 kW-hr 1521 1,643 1307
Annual	 fuel	 usage,	 liters 526 496 602
Annual	 fuel	 average,	 km/Liter 30 32 27
Acquisition cost,	 $ 2858 2858 2858
Life-cycle cost, 0/km 5.4 5.0 5.0
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TABLE 316--PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR A PROPULSION SYSTEM WITH A 22-KW HEAT
ENGINE AND 544 KG OF LEAD-ACID BATTERIES CAPABLE OF ZERO TO
90 KM/HR ACCELERATION IN 15 S
Acceleration time to 72 km/hr
on test cycle, s 14 20 28
Heat engine/battery power split during 70/30 55/45 35/65
acceleration
Urban driving cycle electric mode:
Prime electric range, km 98 156 244
Electricity usage, W-hr/kmi 128 113 89
Fuel	 usage,	 km/liter 53 39 28
Urban driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel
	
usage,
	
km/liter 12 13 13
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 0 5 5
Highway driving cycle electric mode:
Highway electric range, km 79 79 79
Electricity usage,	 W-hr/km 173 173 173
Fuel
	
usage, km/liter 0 0 0
Highway driving cycle engine mode:
Fuel
	
usage,	 km/liter 18 18 18
Electricity recovery, W-hr/km 0 0 0
Battery pack
	
life,	 yr 5.4 6.8 8.2
Annual	 electricity usage, kW-hr 2229 2013 1676
Annual	 fuel
	
usage,	 liters 271 450 560
Annual	 fuel
	
average, km/liter 43 36 29
Acquisition ocst,
	 $ 3332 3332 3332
Life-cycle cost, 0/km 5.5 5.4 5.4
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PART C
TASK III, CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
TASK III CONCEPTUAL. DESIGN ACTIVITY
The studies conducted in Task I and II led to the selection of a vehicle
and propulsion system configuration to achieve maximum petroleum savings at
reasonable cost. The vehicle type is a five-passenger sedan with a total test
weight of 2032 kg. A hybrid propulsion system was designed in Task ill to power
the selected vehicle and meet the performance standards summarized in table 32.
TABLE 32.--FIVE-PASSENGER VEHICLE PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Vehicle test weight, kg 2032
Battery pack weight (read-acid), kg 366
Power train weight, kg 414
Maximum acceleration 0 to 90 km/hr, s 12
Maximum speed, km/hr 105
Prime electric range, special test cycle, km 218
Battery usage 80 percent DOD
Fuel	 usage,
	
km/liter 30
1xtended range (engino (node) Limited by fuel	 capacity
Fuel	 usage with special test cycle, km/ Liter 14
Fuel
	 usage at constant 90 km/hr, km/liter i8
Life-cycle cost, special 	 test cycle $0.054/km
[kqulsitlon cost $3128
j
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C
DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPTUAL. DESIGN
The hybrid propulsion system is configured as a front-wheel drive unit,
and a conceptual arrangement is shown In fig. 90. The equipment is compact
enough to fit easily within the engine compartment of a typical five-passenger
automobile. The power train components, including the heat engine, the trac-
tion motor, and all the mechanical power transmission devicps, are integrated
Into a single compact unit. The electronic control unit, packaged as a separate
Item, is shown to the side and rear of the drive train package. A radiator,
not considered a part of the power train, is required for engine cooling. The
battery pack is shown at the rear of the vehicle to provide good weight distri-
bution.
A side view of the drive train unit is shown in fig. 91. The unit is 759.09
cm long, and the central drive section Is 53.3 cm high. The heat engine Is
Indicated by the maximum envelope, which is within the available clearance of
48.3 cm from axle to firewail as measured on an actual five-passenger vehicle
(1979 Fairmont). The indicated hood line clearance is also typical for a
five-passenger vehicle. The drive train unit has an estimated weight of
414 kg.
A cross-sectional view of the drive train package is shown in f19. 92, and
the major components are identified. The do traction motor, on the left, con-
nects through a fixed-ratio speed reducer to the main shaft of the continuously
variable traction transmission. The heat engine connects through a chain drive
to the opposite end of the transmission main shaft. The output of the CVT is
through a single gear set and then a chain drive to the differential.
Component Descriptions
The individual components of the hybrid propulsion system have been para-
metrically defined in the tradeoff studies. The following descriptions provide
the details of the construction and operation of units designed to meet the
performance definitions.
Traction motor .--The traction motor is a brushless do permanent-magnet (PM)
motor,rated at 20 kW, and operates off the battery voltage of 168 V. This
motor is of the same design as a motor currently being built under a NASA
contract*, though rated power is 20 percent less.
*NASA Contract DEN 3-77 for an Advanced Electric Motor was awarded to AiResearch
Manufacturing Company of California on October 18, 1978•
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53.3 em
(21 .0 in.)
Head IIn*
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Figure 91. --Side view of drive train package.
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The motor is an axial-gap Inductor machine with an ironless stator.
Excitation is provided by a 15 MO-4e misch metal magnet. To permit self-
synchronous starting and running, the rotor position of the motor will be
sensed by a six-element, solid-state, Infrared source and sensor, reading slots
In a cylinder attached to the motor shaft. This is a proven device used In
various self-synchronous PM motors to control inverter firing angle, and is
contained within the housing on the left end.
During starting and running the rotor poles and the stator magnetomotive
forces are maintained In a synchronous reiationship by Inverter logic circuits
so that no slip occurs. The logic circuits respond to rotor position signals up
to approximately five percent of rated motor speed. Above this speed the logic
circuits respond to the voltage Induced In the stator winding by the rotor field.
This method of operation takes Into account they
 field distortion caused by arms-
tune currant and improves the power factor of the motor as compared to what Is
possible by only sensing rotor position. At all times the motor is functioning
as a synchronous machine. This type of operation is called self synchronous
because they
 system is continually self adjusting, always maintaining synchronous
operation, and pullout cannot occur regardless of applied load.
A primary factor favoring the axlpolar concept Is Its simplicity and
suitability for low-cost production. The rotor is comprised of two identical,
flvo-fingered sections separated by a magnet. The two rotor sections could be
either forged or cast. An aluminum shroud covers each rotor section to direct
the rotor-induced airflow over the stationary stator coils. The shroud also
reduces rotor windage loss.
The stator is comprised of simploo machine-wound coils, and ribbon con-
ductors are used to minimize eddy loss In the conductors. The ribbon conductors
provide desired rigidity to the coils, which are bonded together and supported
at the stator Op . Ribbon conductors provide superior heat transfer as compared
to round wire, mush-wound coils or substrate-mounted, printed-circuit conductors.
Ribbon conductors also provide the most +efficient utilization of the space
botween the poles. The stator does not contain Iron so the typical iron losses
are eliminated.
The rotor Inherently provides centrifugal fan action. P unping loss Is
regulated automatically to stator heating requirements by using a butterfly
valve actuated by a bimetal coil actuator in the stator exit air duct. This
Is similar to the choke actuator on automobile engines. Thus, at higher-spread
;cruise conditions with low power demand, the motor efficiency is improvod by
reducing alrflow pumped by the motor rotor.
Rated motor power is 20 kW, and top speed is
machine has a frequency at maximum speed of 1166
performance characteristics are shown in fig. 93.
14 000 rpm. The 10-pole
Hz. The calculated motor
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Transmission.--Tho ini t ial transmission :,cage is a trxed ratio SO: 1 speed
reducer. This device is a traction unit configured in a planetary design with
the planet rollers fixed to the housing. All elements operate In pure rolling
contact. This design was chosen because it provide: smooth, quiet power trans-
missioa at efflclenn.i5 n excess of 97 percent. The design is similar to other
units that have been built arf "osted (refs. 20 and 21).
The variaole action of the CVT is achieved in the double-cavity toroidal
drive. The main shaft of the transmission has a drive disc attached to each
end; the discs have a section of toroidal shape. Two similar discs are located
MOW of the outer discs, and form the two; cavitieb. Thu Inboard discs are
mounted on separate bearings and are capmble of a limited amount of axial motion.
Rollers, mounted on swivel shafts, con tact each set of inboard and outboard
discs. The drive ratio is changed by swiveling the contact rollers from contacts
close to center on the drive discs and far from center on the driven discs to tW
other extreme of far from center on the drive d 4cs to close to center on the
driven discs. The rollers are not forced Into ; , "o position but are steered
as the wheels of a car by low-pressure hydraulic , stons that balance internal
tangential forces that are generated at the roller contacts.
The transmission of power between smoutt('ling surfaces requires a sub-
stantial normal force, but the contact loads must be low enough to ensure an
adequate fatigue life. Power transmission also is limited by the possibility
of slip between the rollers, since slip leads to rapid woeir failure.	 These
limits have been increased by the use of -nodern traction lubricants that pro-
vide high resistance to slip and high viscosity to reduce wear. These new
lubri;:ants have considerably extended the power range of traction transmissions,
permitted the use of higher forces, wind extended transmission life. The contact
forces required are heaviest when the traction contact Is close to the center-
line of the drive disc, and lower as the contact running radius necomes greater
on the drive 11sc. This contact force is adjusted by a loading cam located
between the two central discs that provides a separating force and thereby
jenerates equal forces for the two cavities. The contact forces arc balanced
within the end disc, and no heavy thrust bearings are required for the rotating
assembly.
An oil pump is located within the housing to provide pressure for the
hydraulic ccitrol pis tons and circulation of lubrication. Control of the
pistons, which position the + raction rollers, Is accomplished by an electro-
hydraulic valve, which establishes the CVT ratio In response to an electrical
control signal. The power output of the CVT is through the central gear, wiry
a reduction ratio of 4:1. The CVT ratio ranges from a reduction of 3.0:1 tc,
an overdrive of 0.3:1. The fixed-ratio planetary traction speed reducer at
th, CVT input reduces the maximum motor shaft speed of 14 000 rpm to a CV1
:nput of 4000 rpm. The speed of tre electric motor and heat engine are varin,^
:v a function of vehicle velocity and load using the CVT. The CVT ratio is
.sJ us'ed to favor the electrical motor b y placing it in its ideal efficient•;
regior. The calculated CVT performance is shown in fig. 94.
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Figure 94.--Traction continuously variable transmission.
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Output drive and diffential.--The output of the CVT is first through a
gear reduction, and then through a chain reduction of 3:1 to the differential.
This output speed reduction can be accomplished at high efficiency by careful
attention to gear design, bearing selection, and lubrication control.
The losses In a speed reducer are attributed to several principal effects:
(1) Meshing Losses--Sliding losses of the tooth surfaces, proportionalTo— load, speed, tooth accuracy, and surface finish
(2) Bearing Losses--Proportional to torque, bearing size, and the square
of the speed
(3) Lubricant Churning and Pumping_ Losses--Proportional to the square of
the speed
The design presented minimizes meshing losses by use of spur gears where the
predominant motion is rolling rather than sliding. Bearing losses are minimized
by the use of ball bearings carefully sized for the load. Lubricant churning
and pumping losses are minimized by use of mist lubrication and avoidance of
moving elements in the oil sump. Lubrication is common with the CVT, using the
same lubricant and with circulation by the CVT oil pump. By proper attention
to all these points, it is possible to achieve a gear mesh efficiency as high
as 99 percent.
Chain drives have been shown to achieve very high efficiencies over a broad
range of operation. Comparative data on gear and chain drives Is shown in table
33 (ref.  22) .
TABLE 33.--GEAR AND CHAIN DRIVE EFFICIENCY
Hypoid Spiral	 bevel	 gear
Torque, gear efficiency, *Hy Vo efficiency,
N m percent Chain percent
250 96.5 98.5 98
150 93 98.5 97.5
25 89 98 94.5
*.Chain manufactured by Morse Chain Company
Heat engine.--The heat engine selected for the power train is a standard
Ford 2300-cm4-d" iispiacement engine. The four-cylinder overhead cam engine is
of cast iron construction, with a total weight of 199 kg. The crankshaft is
supported by five main bearings ,  and the camshaft by three bearings. The cam-
shaft 1s belt driven by the crackshaft.
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The engine Is equipped with all the required smog controls. Ventilation
of thu crankcase Is effected by the vacuum cromted In the Intake manifold when
the engine Is running and varies with the changes In vacuum. A portion of the
fresh air otitering the air cleaner bypasses the carburetor to be drawn Into
thu Intake manifold via primary vent hose, cylinder head cover, crankcase, oil
separator (on loft side of engine), ventilation control valve, and secondary
vent hose.
The engine lubrication system Is the force-feed type incorporating a
full-flow oil filter. The oil pump draws oil from the pan through a screen and
forces It via a short passage Into the full flow oil filter. From the center
passage of the oil filter, the oil enters the main oil gallery. The five crank-
shaft main bearings and the three camshaft bearings are in direct connection
with the main oil gallery. The connecting rod bearings are supplied with oil
Q1	 from the front and rear main bearings via inciined passages. A squirt hole In
Olt v,ich connecting rod crankpin end supp I I us ol I to the piston  thrust side.  The
uuxillary shaft Is in direct connection with the main oil gallery. Thu dis-
tributor shaft Is intermittently supplied with oil from a passage drilled in
the auxiliary shaft at right angles to the shaft axis. The cams and cam
follower arms are supplied with oil from the center camshaft bearing (which
is provided with a groove 180 dog around its periphery) via an oil line.
As long as 
the 
engine is cold, the coolant passes only from water pump
through engine and Intake manifold, automatic choke, and heater core back to
the purip. This ensures a quick warming up of the engine to operating tempera-
turn. As soon as the engine has attained operating temperature at a thermostat
betting of 90'C opening temperature, 
the 
cuolqnt flows via the outlet housing
to the radiator (where It is cooled), back to the pump, and into the engine.
The engine coolant drain plug Is located on the right side near the clutch
housing. The thermostat Is located In the water outlet housing.
The; 	 engine is connected by a chain drive, without speed change,
to a clutch. The clutch 
is 
Mounted on the transmission shaft, so that the
trunsnil5sion input Is at engine speed.
Electronic control unit.--The electronic control unit is located In a
separate package with an estimated weight of 36 kg. This weight includes
electronic components, heat sinks, and cooling fan. The electronic control
unit consists of two main systems: the power control unit for control of motor
power; and the system controller-, a microprocessor, that controls system opera-
tion in response to drive commands.
The basic control scheme for the power control unit Includes the following:
o chopper that controls the motor current; a silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR)
inverter with an auxiliary commutator for commutating the Inverter switches
during the motor start sequence; and a regenerative switching scheme that
returns energy to the battery during braking. A block diagram of the elec-
tronic control unit is shown In fig. 95.
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Figure 95.--Electronic control unit block diagram.
The electronic control unit is completely solid state. There are no
relays or mechanical switches, and the basic control scheme has been structured
so that state-of-the-art components (e.g., pulse width modulation Integrated
circuit, CMOS switches, microprocessor) can be utilized to improve flexibility
and minimize cost, size, and weight. The risk involved in mechanization of the
proposed controller is minimal since all of the major concepts involved have
been used in previously built state-of-the-art hardware.
The Inverter power section is functionally identical to those used for a
pump motor controller. These inverter bridges are of conventional design and
require minimal development effort. A schematic of the unit is shown in fig.
96.
The auxiliary commutator is also identical to that recently developed for
a pump motor controller. As shown on the diagram, this commutator utilizes
three significant components: a diode (CR5), an SCR (CR2), and a capacitor
(C2)• The inverter devices are inhibited from functioning until capacitor (C2)
is charged by the chopper. When the voltage across C2 has reached a predeter-
mined value, the Inverter devices are allowed to operate under control of the
inverter logic circuit. When commutation is required, SCR CR2 is turned on
allowing the motor inductance to resonate with capacitor C2. During the first
negative half-cycle of resonance, the inverter devices that had previously been
on are commutated together with SCR CR2, and the logic drive to the inverter
Is inhibited, which prevents any further activity in the inverter until the
capacitor C2 is recharged. This sequence is repeated six times per cycle until
the Inverter commutation mode is changed from forced commutation to line com-
mutation.
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The motor controller has three basic modes of operation:
(1) Start mode
(2) Run mode
(3) Regeneration mode
In the start mode, the chopper Is actuated by the system controller, which
uses signals from the rotor position sensors to activate the inverter switches
In the correct sequence for rotation. In this mode of operation, the motor
current is controlled by the chopper. Inverter commutation, which is required
six times per back emf cycle, is effected by the auxiliary commutation circuit.
When the motor has attained a speed at which the back emf is adequate for
natural commutation, the control mode is automatically changed to the run mode.
in the run mode the chopper is set to maximum duty cycle, and the motor
current is controlled by varying the p angle of the inverter. Thus the system
power dissipation is minimized by allowing the motor back emf to be at maximum
voltage at approximately 50 percent speed. At all speeds between 50 percent
and 100 percent, the p angle is adjusted to alter the effective back emf of
the motor. The result is similar to field weakening in a conventional do
machine. This mechanization minimizes the size and weight and maximizes the
efficiency of the system. When braking is required, the system controller
selects the regeneration mode.
When braking is required, the chopper output current is commanded to zero.
This allows all Inverter devices, CR6-CR11, and the regeneration mode switch,
CR1, to commutate. The inverter controller then selects first quadrant oper-
ation for the inverter and the motor, which is now functioning as a generator,
and returns current to the battery through diode CR4. This current level is
also controlled by varying the inverter angle. The current path in this mode
of operation is comprised of flyback diode CR3, inductor L1, the inverter
bridge, and diode CR4.
A significant portion of the power dissipated by the motor controller is
In the chopper. The size and weight of the chopper/choke are also affected by
the chopper frequency. The optimum chopper switch has a low saturation voltage
and minimal rise and fail times. This permits high-frequency operation of the
chopper (10 to 15 kc) and minimizes the size and weight of the choke. Several
transistor manufacturers are involved in developing such a transistor.
WEIGHT AND COST SUMMARY
A summary of the weight and cost of the propulsion system components is
presented in table 34. The purchase price noted is the final cost to the
consumer. The CVT and drive 'train components have been combined, since they
are designed as an integrated unit.
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TABLE 34.--PROPULSION SYSTEM COST AND WEIGHT SUWARY
Weight, Purchase price,
Component Rating kg
Neat engine. spark 65 kW at 4000 rpm 199 410.00
Ignition
Electrical	 traction 20 kW at 14 000 rpm 12 375.00
motor
Electronic control 40 kW 36 905.00
unit
Transmission and 90 KW 167 520.00
drive train
ISOA lead-acid 100 W/kg, 40 W-hr/kg 386 1004.00
batteries
Total 800 3214.00
SYSTEM OPERATION AND CONTROL
The following description of the propulsion system operation is presented
to illustrate the manner in which the various components operate when the
vehicle negotiates driving maneuvers. in general, operator commands from the
control devices, such as the accelerator pedal and brake pedal, are transmitted
to the system controller. The system controller, a microprocessor, responds
to operator commands in accordance with the preestablished control logic, and
controls the active components Coproduce the required system performance.
Starting Sequence
The system is activated by turning on the ignition key, however, the
starting sequence varies depending on whether the heat engine temperature Is
above or below a preset operating level.
Cold start .--When the heat engine temperature is below the preset limit,
the heat engine will automatically start and run at idle speed as soon as the
operator turns on the ignition. The engine starter is a fast-start device
activated by the system controller, and does not re g vire operator action.
Hot start .--When the heat engine temperature Is above the preset limit,
the heat engine will not start until some power output is required. Turning
the ignition key will activate the system but not Initiate any activity in
the power train.
Acceleration
To put the vehicle in motion, the operator depresses the accelerator pedal.
This action causes the controller to supply electrical energy to the traction
motor immediatly. The CVT is spring biased to be in the maximum reduction
ratio when the vehicle is stopped. Therefore, the traction motor can rapidly
accelerate to an operating speed within the range of good motor efficiency
while the vehicle speed is still very low, below 3 km/hr. During the regime
of initial acceleration the heat engine Is not connected to the CVT since the
engine clutch Is not engaged.
At a vehicle speed of approximately 3 km/hr, with the CVT still in maximum
ratio, the input shaft of the CVT, driven by the traction motor, will reach
the nominal idle speed of the heat engine, at which point the heat engine is
started and clutched into the power train. Following this action, power Is
supplied by both the traction motor and the heat engine in accordance with the
power split conditions programmed into the system controller.
Power command. --The operator commands system power by use of the accel-
erator pedal, with the power supplied proportionate to the accelerator pedal
excursion. The operator command goes to the system controller, and the system
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controller achieves the programmed balance of power by the coordinated adjust-
ment of three parameters:
(1) Electrical power flow from the power control unit to the traction
motor
(2) Input/output ratio of the CVT
(3) Throttle setting of the heat engine
Power split. --The primary controller objective Is to achieve the commanded
power by a 70/30 power split, where the heat engine supplies 70 percent of the
power and the traction motor supplies 30 percent. An adjustment is first made,
however, to ensure that the traction motor Is operating at optimum efficiency;
then the heat engine is regulated to supply the balance of the required power.
An examination of table 35 shows that for any given output power from the
traction motor, maximum efficiency is achieved at a particular speed. Conver-
sely, If the motor is operated at one of four different speed levels through-
out the power range, it will always be at, or near, maximum efficiency. There-
fore, If the power control unit supplies a given power to the traction motor,
the CVT can then be adjusted to provide the ratio of motor shaft speed to
vehicle axle speed such that the motor is operating at top efficiency.
Selecting the traction motor speed by adjustment of the CVT automatically
sets the heat engine speed. Adjustment of the throttle will then achieve the
necessary output power of the hear engine.
Power limit .--The 70/30 power split condition is applied up to the point
where the traction motor Is supplying maximum output. Beyond this point the
heat engine power is increased, in response to Increased commands, until maximum
heat engine power is achieved. This condition represents maximum system output.
Steady-state Operation
After a period of acceleration, the operator can adjust the acceleration
pedal position until the power level is just 4ufficlent to maintain a constant
speed. When the vehicle is no longer accelerating`, the power source is further
regulated by reference to the battery depth of discharge, and the system operates
either in electric mode or heat engine mode, as shown in table 35.
Electric mode .--When the battery has not been discharged below 80 percent,
the system operates In the steady-state condition as an electric propulsion
system. All propulsion power is supplied by the batteries. Therefore, If the
system were used only for short trips with periodic wall-plug recharging, the
only petroleum usage would be during acceleration. The heat engine simply
serves as an energy buffer for acceleration.
Heat engine mode .--When the battery has been discharged to a depth of 80
percent, the heat engine is used as the steady-state energy source. The heat
engine supplies energy to power the system, but no power is used to charge the
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TABLE 35.--SYSTEM CONTROL STRATEGY
Percent of power demand (PD)
supplied or accepted
Battery Heat EngineMade Vehicle state
Electric -iv—*. 0 100% 0
(DOD <80%)
AV	 >0 Normal;	 (Pot 0.8 H.E. rating)
at
30%	 70%
lilgi";	 (PD
 - 0.8 H.E.	 rating)
30% < Batt. < 38 kW 	 100% of rating
< 0 100% 0
at
Hear engin 4V	 0 0	 100%
(DOD = 80% At
Normal:
	 (PD )< 0.6 M.E.	 rating)
30%	 70%
0V	
>0
rat
High:	 Wo >0.6 H.E. rating)
30%<Batt. <36 kW
	 100% of rating
AV	 <0 100%	 0
At
if AV
	
= 0 and PD t 20 kW, then power split goes to 30% batt. and
at
70% H.E. (hill climb)
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battery. The battery may recover some energy In regeneration, and it will
still be used to provide power during acceleration. In the heat engine mode
the battery serves as a buffer to the heat engine for acceleration.
Coasting
It the accelerator pedal Is allowed to return to Its undepressed or null
position, the power output of the traction motor and the heat engine will cwase.
The heat engine will be declutched, but the CVT and the traction motor will
continue to rotate. To provide some positive deceleration force, similar to
compression braking In a conventional automobile, the traction motor Is used to
provide a low level of electrical regeneration to the battery. The regenerated
power would occur at the expanse of vehicle kinetic energy, hence the vehicle
would slow down more than If there were only frictional losses.
Deceleration and Braking
When the brake is applied, electrical regeneration to the battery takes
place at a progressively greater rate, proportionate to the pressure on the
brake pedal. When the maximum capacity of the traction motor, acting as a
generator,-is reached, further braking Is obtained by use of friction brakes.
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EFFECTS OF HEAT ENGINE OPERATING MODES
The selected propul
power to the system when
type of on-off operation
Ing on the environmental
Intermittent operation.
the engine crankcase and
Lure level,
sloe system design uses the heat engine to supply
needed, and to be Inoperative when not needed. This
cen have a significant effect on engine life, depend-
temperature and the frequency and duration of the
The principal problem is cold operation during which
water jacket are operated below their optimum tempera-
Cold Operation
Present-day engines and cooling systems are designed to prevent the crank-
case oil from reaching excessive temperatures and to keep coolant well below
the boiling point with engine operation at maximum rated speed and load in the
hottest summer temperatures of the desert. As a result most engines are over-
cooled when run under less severe conditions, and particularly in Intermittent,
moderate, or light duty operation.
Tnis overcooling means that operating a heat engine in an on-off mode may
result In undesirably low water-,Jacket and crankcase temperatures. Engine
,jacket and crankcase temperatures are of vital importance in controlling blow-by
of combustion products past the pistons and subsequent oil contamination with
soots, moisture, lead salts, and fuel residues. Oil contamination, In turn,
leads to both erosive and corrosive wear in the engine (ref. 23)•
Engine warmup .--After the engine has been started, the length of the warmup
period Is influenced by the ambient temperature, the design of the engine, and
the fuel volatility. Generally, the less volatile the fuel, the longer the
warmup time at a given atmospheric temperature. As the temperature decreases,
warmup time increases. Tests with various cars (ref. 24) showed that a drop
in atmospheric temperature from 10°C to -20°C more than doubled the warmup time,
and some cars require more than 12 min to warmup at the coldest temperature.
Engine cooiina .--Tests of engines cooling after a run Indicate that the
cooldown time Is much longer than the warmup time (ref. 25). Cooldown time
may take several hours, depending on engine design and environmental tempera-
ture. Therefore, engine design for optimum warmup appears to be more critical
than protection against cooldown.
Engine Wear
Although motor oil is commonly regarded as the chief preventive (or cause)
of engine wear, oil can effect relatively little change or Improvement In
engines where high rates of wear prevail. Following are three basic causes
1 JV
of engine wear; the first two, erosion and corrosion, are accelerated to even
'a greater degree by cold engine starting:
(1) Erosion: Wear caused by metal-to-metal contact from Inadegate
lubrication.
(2) Corrosion: Chemical attack of metal surfaces by corrosive constit-
uents and moisture originating from the combustion process.
(3) Abrasion: Wear caused by dust, dirt, and solid particles In the
intake air to the engine Induction and ventilation systems.
Erosive wear. --Engine wear by orosion has been defInod as that caused by
lack of or Inadequate lubrication. Obviously, one of the chief functions of
motor oil Is to prevent erosive wear by interposing fluid oil films between
rubbing surfaces to preclude metal-to-metal contact and consequent wear, scor-
Ing, or seizure. In certain phases of engine operation, however, maintenance
of adequate lubricating nil f.11ms Is not possible, and erosive wear results
not from Inadequate qualities of the oil but from an insufficient quantity to
provide the required lubrication. Such conditions of oil starvation pertain
In the piston and ring zones during starting of cold engines. During the
starting Interval and the first few minutes of running after starting, engine
speeds and temperatures are too low to allow circulation of oil to the cylinder
walls, and the only lubrication available is thus from oil remaining on the
walls and rings from previous operation. Additionally, these films of residual
oil are subject to dilution and washing by raw gasoline from the rich mixtures
during starting. In cold weather, during which the carburetor choke is used
for appreciable intervals, high rates of gasoline dilution and washing of the
oil prevail for appreciable time Intervals, and the rings and cylinders then
receive little If any viscous Lubrication. Erosive wear is thus a major factor
during starting, and engines subject to frequent stops and starts are accordingly
subject to high wear (ref. 23).
Corrosive wear .--The low engine temperatures that prevail until an engine
Is adequately warmed up foster corrosive attack by condensation of combustion
products. For every gallon of fuel burned in an engine, approximately one gallon
of water is formed within the combustion chambers. The combustion of fuels also
results in formation of carbon dioxide, small amounts of sulfur oxides from
organic sulfur compounds in the fuels, traces of nitrogen oxides from fixation
of nitrogen by the high combustion temperatures, and small amounts of bromine or
chlorine compounds during the use of tetraethyl lead treated gasollnes. All of
these combustion by-products, on condensation or reaction with water, form acidic
and potentially corrosive materials, comprising carbonic acid, sulfurous and
sulfuric acids, nitrous and nitric acids, and hydrobromic or hydrochloric acidss.
In engines that operate at adequately high temperature levels, these com-
bustion products are largely blown out the exhaust and thus have limited oppor-
tunity to cause engine damage. In engines operated under conditions fostering
low cylinder-wall temperatures, however, the moisture and acidic products may
readily condensa and collect to promote corrosive attack of the wall and piston
ring surfaces, and to accumulate within the engine and In the crackcase oil
(ref. 26).
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Cold-Engine Sludge
if an engine is operated with low cylinder-wall temperatures, condensation
and washing of combustion chamber products past the pistons causes oil contamina-
tion. if the crankcase temperatures are also undesirably low, and If thel engine
also suffers from poor ventilation, moisture and volatile fuel contamination
cannot be purged from the oil. The brow-by contaminants in tae oil then accumu-
late and Increase In quantity until a critical point is reached at which they
begin to coagulate and separate out as cold-engine sludges. in this first phase
of formation, the sludge Is usually of the soft pasty type and can readily be
carried by the oil to those parts of an engine where oil flow is slow or res-
tricted and where the sludges can than settle out and deposit. This action
results in the accumulation of deposits In such places as valve galleries, over-
head rocker-arm compartments, timing gear cases, crankcase sumps, oil filter
housings, and oil pump screens.
Sludge composition .--The composition of cold-engine Sludge has been analyzed
(ref. 23), and the results are presented in table 36.
TABLE 36.--COMPOSITION OF COLD-ENGINE SLUDGE
Substance
Content
	 in
gasoline
engine,
percent
Content in
diesel
engine,
percent
Oil 50 42
k
Water 8 3
a Soot and carbon 21 34
Lead salts
a
10 0
t
Oxidized hydrocarbons 10 19
Trace elements 1 2
Note that the composition of these sludges for the two types of engines is
very similar. The only significant difference is the absence of lead salts and
the presence of high amounts of oxidized hydrocarbons in diesel sludge. Since
diesel fuels ale considerably less volatile than gasoline, it is entirely
,possible that unburned and partially oxidized diesel fuel will be even more sus-
ceptible to oxidized hydrocarbons than is the case with gasoline. Operating a
combustion engine at higher temperatures will reduce the percentage of water and
increase the percentage of lead salts.
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Since diesel fuels are relatively heavy and nonvolatile, they require near
perfect conditions to assure good combustion. Any engine factor that inter-
feres with good combustion of the heavy fuel immediately results in poor burning
and formation of large volumes of soot. Whena diesel Is operated in such a
fashion, the amount of oil contamination with blow-by soot can reach massive
proportions.
Crankcase ventilation * --Adequate crankcase ventilation Is a vital factor in
sludge formation. Most engine ventilating systems function efficiently only at
high road speeds, and are ineffective at low speeds or idling. A combination of
low water-Jacket and crankcase temperatures plus poor ventilation means that
blow-by contaminants that enter the crankcase stay there and accumulate. The
low-temperature type of engine sludge deposit thus originates from excessive
oil contamination with combustion products; it Is a condition that cannot be
corrected by oil or fuel alone, regardless of their qualities, and depends
essentially upon details of engine design.
Operating Tests
Tests have been run to determine some of the effects on a gasoline spark-
ignition engine during prolonged cold engine operation (ref. 27). The tests
were in the form of 48-hr Idling tests conducted to study the effect of pro-
viding an oil filter, forrad crankcase ventilation, and modification of the
carburetor air-fuel ratio. The results are summarized in table 37.
TABLE 37.--EFFECT OF ENGINE MODIFICATIONS ON OIL CONTAMINATION
AS FOUND IN 48-HR ENGINE IDLING TESTS
Jacket inlet temperature, 49°C
Jacket outlet temperature, 54°C
Crankcase oil temperature, 52°C
Engine speed, no load, 600 rpm
Test 3 Test 4
Test 1 Test 2 2400 cm2/s 14:1	 Air-
Stock engine Oil	 filter Forced fuel
setup installed ventilation ratio
Oil	 drain	 analysis:
Fuel	 dilution,	 percent 19.0 21.0 3.0 3.6
Total
	
insolubles, percent 3.0 0.2 1.0 0.8
Lead salts, soot,	 percent 2.3 0.1 0.8 0.6
Resins, percent 0.7 0.1 0.2	 " 0.2
Engine condition:
Sludge deposits Heavy Slight Slight Slight
Moisture condensation Heavy
4
Heavy None None
W r
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Oil filtration.--Results of an idling test with a stock engine run withl	
a Jacket inlet temperature of 49°C and a crankcase temperature of 52°C are shown
In Test 1. Oil contamination was severe, and sludge formation and water conden-
sation within the engine were heavy. Results of a repeat test under identical
conditions but with an oil filter installed are shown in Test 2. Oil contamina-
tlor with Insolubles was almost eliminated although fuel dilution was of the
same high order. Engine deposits wore minor, as would be expected from the low
insoluble content of the oil, although moisture condensation within the engine
was still heavy. The oil filter did an efficient ,job of removing insoluble con-
taminants from the oil during the test period, but had no effect on solubleR	 contaminants. Of even greater interest was the fact the oil filter required
two cartridge changes (three cartridges In 48 hr) to keep the oil continuously
clean. Under these idling conditions, the rate of oil contamination with blow-
by Insolubles was so high that the cartridges plugged up and lost filtering
efficiency In very short periods of time. Although the oil filter was of deft-
nite benefit in controlling the insoluble content of the crankcase oil, its
limitations are equally obvious.
Forced ventilation.--Test 3 shows results of an idling test in which the
engine modification consisted of forced ventilation at the rate of 2400 cm2/s.
In spite of the very low engine operating temperatures in this test, the positive
ventilation reduced fuel dilution very markedly, and eliminated moisture conden-
sation within the engine. Oil contamination with Insolubles was also reduced
very materially, although the reason for this finding is not known. Repeat tests
gave the same results. in line with the reduced oil contamination brought about
by positive ventilation, the sludge deposits within the engine were very slight.
Carburetion.--Test 4 shows results of a 48-hr test, with the engine fitted
with a special carburetor Installation to produce a 14:1 air-fuel ratio at
Idling (no load). Results in oil contamination and engine deposits were almost
Identical to the run with forced ventilation. With the standard carburetor,
air-fuel ratios at idling cannot be determined accurately but are probably
richer than 10:1. Control of air-fuel mixtures In a more efficient range pro-
duced a most noteworthy improvement in the oil contamination-sludge deposit
characteristics.
Water condensation.--During the engine idling tests, some 300 oil samples
were withdrawn from the engines at various intervals for analysis. While these
samples showed heavy contamination with fuel and blow-by solids, in no case did
the amount of water contamination ever exceed 0.3 percent. On the other hand,
examination of the engines at the end of 48-hr test intervals frequently revealed
large amounts of water condensation in the push-rod compartment, rocker arm
compartment, and crankcase sump. In some cases the water existed as droplets
condensed on the metal surfaces, and in other cases as puddles or pasty emulsion
sludges.
The amount of water condensation found in the various idling tests corre-
lated quite closely with the engine jacket and crankcase temperatures. With
crankcase oil temperatures of 50°C and lower, free water or emulsion sludge was
i	
found in the crankcase sump. These quantities diminished with increase in crank-
case temperatures, and were substantially absent with oil temperatures of 60°C
i60
and higher. Similarly, water condensation in the over*head rocker arm compartment
was extremely low when 'thermostats maintained coolant outlet temperatures above
60°C, but condensation was very heavy Intests with the thermostat removed and
with coolant outlet temperatures of approximately 50°C and lower.
Water condensation in the push-rod compartment was found to correlate
closely with ,Jacket inlet temperatures. Heavy condensation was noted with ,Jacket
temperatures of about 50°C and lower, and became negligible with Inlet coolant
temperatures of 60°C and higher. At any section of an engine in which prevailing
temperatures were below about 55°C, moisture condensation was found, and with
temperatures of 40°C and less, condensation was frequently very heavy.
Operating limit .--Since water is known to be an essential factor In conta-
mination sludge formation, as well as rusting and corrosion of engine surfaces,
these tests present the following Important indications:
(1) Water condensation tends to occur in any section of an engine where
prevailing temperatures are below 55T . Elimination of moisture
condensation requires minimum temperal, s of 55°C throughout the
engine, including cylinder and head ,jackets, crankcase, and valve
compartments.
(2) Large amounts of moisture condensation can develop within an engine,
with little or no indication in the crankcase oil itself. Water
tends to accumulate on convenient engine, surfaces or pockets and does
not readily circulate in the oil stream. Analysis of oil samples
alone may not indicate potential or existing emulsion sludge deposits.
In summary, the means ofpreventing excessive cold engine wear is to reduce
cold-engine sludge, reduce blow-by contamination with Improved carburetion, pro-
vide adequate crankcase ventilation, and increase cooling system and crankcase
oil temperatures through the use of temperature control devices, such as radimtor
shutters and automatic, thermally controlled fans. Engine insulation on crank
pans and valve covers will also be beneficial.
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PART D
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This report has presented a study of various mission vehicle/hybrid
propulsion system concepts. Each vehicle/propulsion system combination was
required to meet the performance goals that were established as part of the
contract.
The general results of the study are as follows:
(1) Significant fuel savings are available with hybrid propulsion
systems.
(2) At current (1985 projected) fuel and electricity prices, the hybrid
propulsion system will cost the consumer more to own in both acquisi-
tion and life-cycle costs than would be required for an equivalent
conventi ,)nai heat engine system.
(3) Power sharing between the two energy sources (heat engine and
battery) Is required to maximize the electric range of the hybrid
propulsion system and minimize the cost of ownership.
(4) Addition of a third energy source such as a flywheel to an integrated
ny brid propulsion system is not cost effective.
(5) A conventional spark-ignition heat engine is a .cost effective power
plant for a hybrid propulsion system.
(6) The nickel-zinc battery is not currently cost effective for a hybrid
propulsion system.
(7) A hybrid system is less sensitive to battery performance charac-
teristics than a purely electric propulsion system; however, the
hybrid system is still sensitive to battery purchase price and cycle
life.
(8) A hybrid propulsion system is sensitive to the power control method
employed as well as the method used to manage the power sharing
between the two sources.
(9) A hybrid system requires a more sophisticated driver control and
power management system than is currently used by the automotive
industry.
(10) A hybrid propulsion system that uses a mechanically coift utated do
shunt motor is competitive with the advanced motor system of this
study in terms of fuel usage and cost to the consumer.
(11) Reduction In the performance goals may offer a means for reducing
	
'l	the hybrid propulsion system costs to the consumer.
1^3
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOWENDATIONS
Based on the results of the study, an advanced hybrid propulsion system
for a five-passenger family sedan can be developed by the mid-80's. Such
a system would have both the performance comparable to current conventional
automobiles and sufficient range in the predominantly electric mode to satisfy
the majority of consumer trips.
To maximize tho success of a hybrid propulsion system requires:
(1) Development of a continuously variable transmission (CVT)
(2) Development of a control and power management system
(3) Characterization of heat engine on-off operation with regard to
Its effects on engine efficiency, durability, and emissions and
the possible specialization of engine designs for on-off operation
(4) Initiation of battery research and testing to accumulate knowledge
on the performance of a battery when it is operated In a hybrid
system that uses power sharing
In general, a hybrid propulsion system is more costly to own than its
conventional (heat engine) counterpart. The above recommendations have been
Identified as items that, if successfully accomplished, will minimize the costs
of owning a hybrid propulsion system. in addition, the recommended items will
have an Impact on electric range and fuel efficiency.
i3T;. NI? NTOT 1!ILMM,
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APPENDIX A
TASK I PARAMETRIC RESULTS
Task i parametric results are presented in Appendix A.
Curves of prime electric range, fuel economy, annual fuel
usage, life-cycle cost, and acquisition cost are plotted
as a function of battery weight, The vehicle/propulsion
system designation for each figure ln'Appendix A was pre-
sented in figs, 1 to 5. The parameters are briefly
defined as follows; prime electric range is the distance
the vehicle can travel in the electric mode beginning
with a fully charged battery pack until the battery Is
60 percent discharged; fuel economy Is the fuel consumed
divided by distance travailed in the heat engine mode;
annual fuel usage Is the total fuel consumed over a speci-
fied once-year, 16 000-km driving schedule; life-cycle cost
Is the total operating cost of the propulsion system over
a 10-year, 160 000-km life; acquisition cost is the retail
cast of the propulsion system alone to the consumer.
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Figure A-1.--Task i parametric results for configuration i.IA (no M.E.S.).
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Figure A-3.--Task I parametric results for configuration MC (no M.E.S.).
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Figure A-4.--Task I parametric results for configuration 1.1D (no M.E.S.).
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Figure A-5.--Task I parametric results for configuration 1.2A (no M.E.S.).
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Figure A-6.--Task I parametric results for configuration 1.28 (no M.E.S.).
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Figure A-7.--Task I parametric results for configuration
2.1B (M.E.S., no power split).
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Figure A-8.--'task I parametric results for configuration
2.1B (M.E.S., with power split).
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Figure A-9.--Task I parametric results for configuration
2.1C (M.E.S., no power split).
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Figure A-10.--Task I parametric results for configuration
2.1C (M.E.S., with power split).
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Figure A-13.--?ask I parametric results for configuration
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Figure A-14.--Task I parametric results for configuration
2.28 (M.E.S., with power split).
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Figure A-15.--Task I parametric results for configuration
2.2C (M.E.S.p no power split).
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Figure A-16.--Task I parametric results for configuration
2.2C (M.E.S.p with power split).
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Figure A-18.--Task T parametric results for configuration
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lw^IPENDIX B
WORK PLAN
A
PROGRAM SCOPE AND WORK PLAN
The work presented in this section describes the program established to
fulfill the requrements of NASA Contract DEN 3-91. The program for the analysis,
design evaluations and ultimate selection of an advanced hybrid propulsion
system concept for on-road vehicles was performed In six tasks accomplished
In a 10-month period. The work plan was prepared during the first 2 weeks of
the program to refine and clarify the contract commitments. Two iterations
between AlResearch and NASA took place to arrive at the plan as described here.
PROGRAM TASKS
The program tasks and the expected completion periods are described In
the contract statement of work. The following flow diagrams and descriptions
show in greater detail the work effort to be covered under each of the six
tasks. The flow diagram of the total contract, shown in fig. B-1, Includes the
time span for task and the major objectives.
Task I, Parametric Studies
The five vehicles considered and the five propulsion concepts that are to
be parametrically traded off to determine the vehicle/propulsion system concant
selected for further refining and analysis in Task I) are shown in figs. B-2
through B-6 (identical to figs. 1 through 5).
A flow diagram of.the subtasks to be accomplished in Task 1 is presented
In fig. B-7. The interrelationship is shown between the subtasks, data needed
to perform the work, and the source and status of this data.
The computer parameter format for all the major components is presented
in fig. B-8. These formats are compatible with the simulation methodology
program called SIMHYB developed by AiResearch. Within each group of hardware
alternatives, the components are characterized using the same format. This
standardization facilitates the programming of the digital computer for each
of the fifteen vehicle/propulsion system concepts.
Tusk II, Design Tradeoff Studies
A work subtask flow chart for Task II is presented in fig. B-9. The
Interrelationship between each subtask, the data needed to perform the work,
and the source and status of this data is depicted. The overall objective of
Task II is to optimize the propulsion system concept selected in Task I.
B-1
Task flow, diagram
Task 1--3 months
Select propulsion system and vehicle that maximizes the reduction
of petroleum consumption and pollution
Task 11--2-1/2 months
Determine optimum component and control specifications for
selected propulsion system for the particular vehicle considered
Task 111--2-1/2 months
Design description of the optimized propulsion system
Task IV--1 month
Generate a development plan for the approved
propulsion system
Task V
Contract coordination and conference presentations
Task VI
Formal contractual reporting
546305
Figure B-1.-- Advanced hybrid propulsion system work plan.
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Figure Q-2.--kiybrid propulsion system concept 1.1.
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Figure B-3.--Hybrid propulsion system concept 1.2.
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Figure 6-4• Hybrid propulsion system concept 2.1
(with mechanical energy storage).
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Work subtwsk
	 Data needed	 Source/status
Methodology ,-,.., -.  	 SIMHYS digital simulation/avaflablo
at AlRasearch
Construction of a
	 ,Driving cycles ,... ,^, . ,,.. ,., 	 Modlfled, SAE J227A, D cycle or SAC J227A,
computer model for 	 C cycle, contract DEN 3.91
propulsion concepts
	 Concepts Identified	 »...-contract DEN 9Figure le s, table IV-A, 	 91
Illsslon/vehicle design constraints -... Table ► , contract DEN 3.91
Mission/vehicle goals — .....-- .,... Table 1, contract DEN 3.91
Performance characteristics oft
Development of required
	
float engines .,.,, -. ,, ..,,—,	 $park Ignition/Pinto
Diesel/Volkswagen
system equations for
	 Turbine/AlRasearch
computer model Transmissions ,,, ,-   Electrical/AlRasearch
Fluid type/AiResuarch
HachanIcal/AlRasearch
Energy storage devices , ....
	
flywheel/AlResoeruh
9:,tterles/92xesaarch/pare, 3.1,9
Electrical mach.-,ory -	 ,^, - - Dc/AlRasearch
Ac ► induction/AlRasearch
Ac-synchronous/AlRasearch
Electrical power conversion	 Stepped voltage/AlRasearch
equipment
	 Chopper/AlRasearch
Inverter/AlRasearch
Annual ml leaga ,-, 	 „   	 ,$ Table I I, Contract DEN 3.91
Tradeoff various	 Component weight growth factors... AlRasearch
propulsion concepts/
	 Parametric vehicle weight
	 Table A-1, contract DEN 3.91
five rof, vehicles
	 breakdown
Vehicle weight constants ,_ ,. ,.	 Table A-2, contract DEN 3.91
Neat engines p5FC scale factors	 Alftesearch
r_
Evaluation of each
s	 No significant additional ,,..,.  	 AlRasearchconce p tion y
concept
	
information
(1) Energy concept
(2) Energy distribution
Life-cycle cost esti-	 Cost al ants defined .^ 	
-„ Table III, Exhibit A, contract DEN 3-91
mate of various
propulsion concepts/
	
Propulsion component costs .,_
	 ,AlRasearch/Rath and Strong
vehicles
Cost of equivalent conventional ,. 
	 Rath and Strong
W ected propulsion
	 system
system vehicle for
	
Fuel consumption of equivalent
	 _	 AlResearchfollow-on tasks
	
conventional system
6,46303
Figure B-7---Task I flaw diagram.
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Work subtask	 Data needed	 Source/status
Determine tradeoffs of
location and configuration
	
Geometry of selected	 AiResearch
of the system components
	 I vehicle configuration
against performance and cost
Select and size the 	 Refined hardware	 AiResearch
propulsion system	
performance
characteristics
components
Tradeoff feasible
operating points and
modes against petroleum
savings, system perfor-
mance, and cost:
	 No significant	 AiResearch
Gear ratios	 additional information
Component ratings
Component operating speeds
Energy management schedules
Control law and strategy
Provide updated output for
	 Additional
	 Federal driving
calculated energy consumption
	 driving cycles	 cycles, F'UDC and FHDC
and flow distribution
SA6304
Figure B-9.-- Task I  flow diagram.
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Tusk ill, Conceptual Design
A work subtask flow chart for flask IiI Is presented In fig. B-10. The
Interrelationship between each subtask, the data needed to perform the work,
and the source and status of this data Is shown. The overall objective of
Task iiI is to describe the selected and optimized concept determined in Tasks I
and 11 In sufficient detail that the selected system can be integrated Into the
vehicle at the component level.
Task iV, Development Plan
A flow diagram of the development plan of the selected and optimized pro-
puislon system, previously determined and refined in Tasks I, Ii, and III is
presented in fig. B-11. The objective of this task is to determine the cost
and workload involved with the development of the selected system.
Task V, DOE Contractor's Coordination Conference
The work involved with program information dissemination and coordination
conferences requires A1Research to make two 15- to 20-min presentations of the
program achievements In the Washington D.C. area to both government and Industry
personnel.
Task VI, Reporting
The following work subtasks constitute the formal reporting processes;
(1) Monthly progress reports
(2) Two informal reviews at NASA after completion of Tasks 11 and IV
(3) One formal review at NASA that follows completion of Task. III and
that covers Tasks 1, II, and III.
PROGRAM SCHEDULE
The 10-month program schedule shown in fig. B-12 includes amendments agreed
to during ; ,he course of the work.
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Work subtask Data needed Source/status
Conceptual design of approved
(selected) propulsion system
Examples of conceptual
	
layout
drawings	 (see below) AvaI	 a I e from AiResearch
Tasks
	 I	 and	 11
Concept and configuration
description
	
(layout drawings
and written)
—7
List of potenti.al .	 system
and/or component problems As above AiResearch
and impact of any problems
on overall system
_TG
Analytical	 results,	 layout
drawings,	 descriptions,	 and As above AiResearch
evaluations
Task II- Producibility layout
(1) Packaging for cooling, maintenance, driver isolation,
mass distribution, and safety for example:
(a)- Vehicle considerations	 (b) Subsystem considerations
1
(2) Identification of manufacturing procedures to produce
high-cost items.
S 36530A
Figure B-10.--Task III flow diagram.
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Work subtask Data needed
	
Source/status
Work breakdown structure
that includes:
(1) Tasks requiring major
development effort
(2) Analysis and design
(3) Fabrication and test
of a functional model No significant	 AiResearch
(4) Fabrication and	 labor- additional	 data
atory test of an engi- needed other than
neering model of a already available
advanced propulsion in	 Tasks	 1,	 11,
system and	 III
(5) Fabrication and	 appro-
priate testing of a
test bed vehicle
incorporating the
propulsion system to
verify	 the	 integration
and driver control
	 of
the system
Schedules, manpower
requirements, materials,	 As above	 AiResearch
and facilities required to
perform above tasks
Twenty copies of this
development plan, to	 As above	 AiResearch
the NASA project manager
SA6269
Figure B-11.--Task IV flow diagram.
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1979
Task M A M J J A S 0 N D
I	 Parametric studies
11	 Design	 tradeoff studies
Ill	 Conceptual	 design—
IV Development plan___
V DOE contractor's — — — (To be scheduled)
coordination conferences
VI	 Reporting
Work plan
Monthly	 reports A, A --A A A A
Task reports --A— —
Final	 report	 (draft)
SAVID
Figure 13-12.—Program schedule.
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